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An egg or a hen?
What came first: An egg or a hen? Many wise men tried to find the right answer to this 

question, many a philosophical treatise have been written upon this theme! And, finally, there 
is a question addressed to us: do we know what came first? O.K. Let’s drop the subject and take 
some easier problem. For example, what came first a boat or a model of a boat? Everyone will 
give the answer – of course, the model. Let’s try to find the truth – whether or not it was so. It 
might be that during the flood our distant ancestor saw a floating log and there on the log, there 
was a frightened hare. He might have concluded: the log just a bit larger could support me too! 
Well, could it happen that maritime sailing had started from the «model» with the hare’s crew?

Quite few people are aware, that the con-
struction of vessels’ models is the oldest art, 
alongside with the pictures on the rock and 
production of god figures. Primitive children 
toys in the form of boats are found by archae-
ologists while digging in ancient settlement 
of a man. Besides the play motives the boats’ 
models had worshipping meaning. The most 
ancient of them were found in Mesopotamia 
in the land belonging to mysterious Sumerian 
people, who lived in the delta of Tigris and Eu-
phrates rivers.

The water! It’s always dangerous. It is 
not for nothing, that everything related to the 
other world in various religions is separated 
from the living world by a river. And the riv-
ers are to be crossed! So, the models of burial 
boats served to perform it. 

The model of a boat made of silver 65 cm 
long was found in the tomb of a rich person and 
one made of a bitumen was found in the place 

where the poor people lived. These models 
are more than 5, 000 years old, and they per-
formed quite different functions. Well made 
silver boat had to tranship the soul of her mas-
ter via underground river into the other world, 
as for the clumsy bitumen one, undoubtfully, it 
served to bring joy to Sumerian children.

The greatest number of ancient models is 
found in Egypt. As it was with Sumerians they 
served different functions: religious, playful 
and even served as decorative elements for liv-
ing quarters. Egyptians, as well as Sumerians, 
and after them also Phoenicians, Greeks and 
Romans believed that after death the soul of a 
man should cross mythical river to get into the 
other world. Therefore in the tombs there are 
found so many models of boats. The scientists 
believe that in the Ancient Egypt there was a 
separate «shop» of specialists, who were busy 
producing just such models, alongside with 
shops of potters, furniture makers, saddlers 

Phoenician merchant ship  
of the 2nd millennium B.C.  
and the head of god Melkart  
made of glass
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and other craftsmen. In the valley of Wadi-
Hammat, tomb ground of Egyptian Pharaohs, 
there were found many a model, on which one 
can see figures of human beings. These were the 
boats of dead, in the centre of which there was 
an altar or sacrifice place to serve to the soul 
in the other world. Richly encrusted, golden 
or silver models are found in the tombs of pha-
raohs or gentry, modest and simple wooden 
and gypsum made – in the graves of the poor. 

These models differ greatly both in manu-
facturing and in size. The smallest do not reach 
10 cm in length, as for the biggest «beyond-
the-grave» model, belonging to Pharaoh Khu-
fu, had a length of 43.4 m! In 1954, southward 
of Khufu pyramid, under heap of rubble there 
were discovered two closed trenches, in one of 
them there was discovered the boat of the rul-
er in a disassembled state. It consisted of 1224 
parts, sized from 23 m to 5 cm. Reconstruc-
tion of the oldest and one of the biggest in the 
world models lasted for four years. During the 
reconstruction of the boat the scientists came 
to conclusion, that certain number of parts of 
the boat were manufactured in Phoenicia and 
then transported to the Egypt.

There are not less famous models of Egyp-
tian vessels, found in the tomb of Tutankha-
men. They are exquisite in decoration, well 
painted and incrusted, consisting of plenty de-
tails demonstrating the progress of Egyptian 
shipbuilding.

The models of ships of primeval sea-go-
ers – Phoenicians, as well as of peoples who 
are united under general term «Sea People» 
didn’t get to us. But, thanks to Egyptian stone-
cutters, we can judge about them, studying 
bas-relieves in the tombs of Pharaohs. Not 
so plentiful, but nevertheless interesting are 
the models of boats and vessels, found on the 
shores of Greece and Italy. The models of pre-
Homer’s Greece resembles very little religious 
and ritual models of Egyptians and Sumeri-
ans. They are most probably children’s toys or 
items of decoration, but the models of Etrus-
cans and inhabitants of Sardinia island repre-
sent the religious imprint. In the bow part of 
these vessels there appears an ornament, the 
images of animals and fish. The most cherished 
material of Greek models was clay, as for in-

habitants of Sardinia they manufactured their 
religious copies of vessels of bronze. 

To the epoch of classical Greece belong 
clay models of military vessels of Sparta and 
Athens of the VIth century B.C. Of great in-
terest is the drawing of the merchant vessel of 
the IVth century B.C. One can see in detail 
great cargo hatches. The shape of hull is dif-
ferent from a military galley, it is convex and 
spacious. The models found up to now and be-
longing to the period of classical Greece can 
not be referred either to religious type or toys. 
But, what is it? A new type of fiction or train-
ing manuals in accordance with which the 
future designers should be constructing mili-
tary or merchant vessels? It’s rather difficult 
after two and a half or three thousand years 
that elapsed since that time to find the right 
answer. But the real vessels ploughing seas 
and oceans at that time were not preserved 
to our time. The models, bas-relieves, frescos 
and scarce remembrances of ancient authors – 
that’s all what was left for modern shipbuild-
ers and model makers from remote past. Is it 
not paradoxical that we almost do not know 
anything about the design of Carthage state 
vessels?  There are no either models or pic-
tures left. There is only a name left: «Tartitian 
Ships», that were the vessels that reached the 
country called Tartest on the Pyrenean pen-
insula. But it’s exactly Carthaginian seafar-
ers who were able to reach the foggy Albion, 
Azores and Canary islands and possibly even 
the shores of America.

Scarce data are left about Roman ship-
building, therefore so valuable are representa-
tions of vessels in Pompeii, bas-relieves from 
Porto, Naples, Trajan Pillar in Rome. The two 
biggest models of ships, made by ancient mas-
ters, were discovered at a distance of 20 kilo-
metres from Rome on the lake Nemi in 1932. 
Both were constructed by order of Emperor 
Caligula for festivities just near the lake. The 
first model of 71 metres of length and 20 me-
tres of breadth exactly copied the shape of a 
military galley. This model is sufficiently sea-
worthy, to provide her with stability and re-
duce rolling she was provided with one main 
keel and two side keels. The other ship, which 
was even larger (length 73 metres, breadth 
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24.5 metres) had a classical shape of a mer-
chant ship, known from the time of the Ancient 
Egypt. Models on the lake Nemi having several 
decks were richly decorated with marble, mo-
saics, bronze balustrades. Their bottoms were 
upholstered with lead, but the lead didn’t have 
contact with wooden hull. Between it and the 
hull there was a layer of tar and tarred wool. 
Unfortunately, having been restored during 
the time of Benito Mussolini, who dreamed to 
restore Roman Empire, the ships and the mu-
seum on the lake Nemi were destroyed by the 
Allied Air Force in 1944 (the pilots mistook 
the models for modern war ships). Today in 
restored accommodation of a museum there 
are 14-metre copies of the ships. Just imagine! 
Models of the models! Not indifferent to full-
scale models were not only Caligula and Mus-
solini. Another Emperor, French one – Napo-
leon III ordered to reconstruct Greek combat 
trireme and under his order she was launched 
in March 1961. The vessel proved to be unsea-
worthy: her three rows of oars due to the error 
in construction couldn’t be operated simulta-
neously. The Emperor, angry with the result, 
ordered to sink the vessel. Many tzars, kings 
and emperors got fond of collecting models, 
and then also creating the museums: Nether-
lands’s prince Henry, in whose museum there 

was the oldest model of Spanish vessel of 1450, 
Britain’s queen Elizabeth I, under whose order 
there was preserved the famous «Golden Deer» 
of Sir Francis Drake, and also models of ships 
for British museums were manufactured. Pas-
sion for models did not bypass Russia. Peter I 
got interested in models, and later this passion 
was inherited by other Tzars and as a result 
there are wonderful models of ships which are 
displayed in sea museum of Saint-Petersburg.

Succession of formations and appearance 
of Christianity have practically changed noth-
ing in religious usage of models of ships. Like 
in antiquity they play an important role in re-
ligious rituals. Interiors of many cathedrals are 
decorated with models made by sailors in long 
voyages and presented in token of gratitude 
for safe return from the Sea. It’ hardly possi-
ble to find at least one religion, which refused 
to support the seafarers. Gilgamesh, Melkart, 
Poseidon, Neptune, Saint Nicolas. It’s to them 
that the seamen addressed their praying. It’s 
to them that they gave models of ships as pres-
ents. As it was in the past with pagan temples, 
so it is nowadays with Christian churches: 
they are inexhaustible sources of knowledge 
on the history of shipbuilding. The West-Eu-
ropean dome architecture looks like upturned 
ship. Its longitudinal parts are called «nef» 

Assyrian-Phoenician  
warship and  

a bronze figurine  
of an Assyrian god
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and not too long ago it meant in Russian lan-
guage «the ship». The incensories, vessels for 
burning incense starting from the XIth centu-
ry are made in the shape of a vessel. What was 
the primary before the Epoch of Great Geo-
graphical Discoveries whether the ship herself 
or her model – it is possible to argue. But, in 
connection with the development of science 
and technique, mathematical methods of pro-
jecting the ships, the models, without doubts, 
are produced before the actual construction of 
the ship herself is started, according to draw-
ings and estimations with all possible details 
known. By the XVIIth century the modelling 
in Europe becomes officially approved craft. 
By the docks and wharves there are work-
shops made and in them there are made mod-
els of the constructed ships and the ships being 
constructed. Sometimes the cost of models is 
comparable or even surpassing the cost of jew-
ellery. Starting from 1960 the models are made 
in Great Britain, Netherlands and then in Rus-
sia for carrying out the researches on stability 
and listing.

Later the models of ships became quite 
desirable art items in many houses. Their nu-
merical appearance is connected with marine 
warfare between Great Britain and Spain in 
XVII – XVII centuries. The Britons orga-
nized concentration camps for POWs, where 
many of them, being skilled craftsmen – clock 
makers, sculptors, mahogany cabinet makers. 
Using simple tools these craftsmen created 
models of ships, which were successfully sold 
in Great Britain. Many of the models have 
been preserved till our time and now are fabu-
lously expensive, because they are considered 
quite special items of art. Modelling became 
especially widely spread in connection with 
close study of the past. Digging carried out 
in Sumeria, Egypt, Greece, China manifested 
such technical achievements, which can not 
be made again, even taking in account our 
present level of knowledge – such as manu-
facturing Greek lacquer, Damascus steel, con-
struction of Egyptian pyramids and gigantic 
temple complex in Baalbeck. There are as 
many puzzles in the skill of ancient people to 
construct small and large vessels, merchant 

and military ones, differing in their design 
and size. The puzzles are of great interest to 
be solved and may be just therefore there ap-
peared wonderful type of modelling – recon-
struction, that is recreation of ancient vessel 
in her natural dimensions in accordance with 
the preserved models, descriptions and pic-
tures. Such copy-models are constructed to 
perform actual sailing along the routs of an-
cient seafarers. Who doesn’t know the names 
of Thor Heyerdahl and Tim Severin, Viktor 
Dmitriev and married couple of Artagnans. 
These people in various countries of the world 
are reconstructing the models of the past, try-
ing to penetrate into the secrets of ancient 
shipbuilders. Natural copies – the models of 
Sumerians’ and Egyptians’ reed and papyrus 
boats, balsa rafts, galleys, drakars, caravells, 
ladyas and koches, great sailing ships sailed 
through thousands sea miles in all seas and 
oceans having proved that beginning from an-
cient past water surfaces did not separate peo-
ples, but served as bridges for their communi-
cation. The newest models, copying the ships 
of the past, would be impossible without the 
models, which came to us from remote millen-
niums, simple and primitive, but quite neces-
sary to assist in understanding the knowledge 
and skills of the ancestors.

Now once again about an egg and a hen. 
Can you imagine the situation when an egg 
costs more then the hen? As for the mod-
els such a situation is quite possible, some-
times the cost of a model may be more than 
the cost of the ship. It’s not for nothing, that 
the auctioneers selling old models can boast 
of fabulous profits. The most valuable model, 
ever made by human hands, was the model of 
«Titanic», constructed for shooting the film 
by James Cameron. Having spent millions of 
dollars, the builders made a model, which was 
only one third less than the fatal «Titanic» 
and sank her like the original ship during the 
shooting of the film. During his work, con-
nected with reconstruction of ancient ship-
ping, the author was lucky to work with and 
to consult other model makers and historians 
of ancient seafaring, due to that this book was 
born.
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The most ancient Egyptian  
papyrus vessels 

The researchers are familiar with the 
most ancient representation of a vessel, 
which was discovered in the south of Nu-
bian desert between the second and the 
fifth cataracts of the Nile and the Red Sea. 
In this territory during Egyptian Ruling 
there was legendary country Kush. The 
picture on the rock was made in the fourth 
millennium B. C. On the picture there are 
well seen the following details: a mast, a 
sail, and arising above the water bow and 
stern.

The ancient painter was so much im-
pressed by what he saw and was in such 
a hurry to make an imprint of the vessel, 
that he made the picture over the previ-
ous painting of animals. Possibly, it was the 
most ancient representation of Egyptian 
reed vessel, sailing to make discoveries of 
new lands.

Traditionally, it’s considered that 
shipbuilding was commenced by con-
structing floating craft from the wood. 
But, it’s not so. The material which 
served to ancient Egyptian shipbuilders 
was papyrus. Egyptian civilization pre-
served for us not only pictures but also 
ancient models, which survived in the 
walls of tombs and temples of Pharaohs. 

«Hello, to you, oh, Khufu,
The great Ruler of the Earth
Up to the limits of it!»

The ancient petroglyphic  image  
of a sailing ship made of reeds

Images of the Egyptian pre-dynastic 
papyrus ships on vases  

from the Louvre’s collections



Even in predinastic period, in 5,000– 
3,500 B. C. the inhabitants of the river del-
ta built the vessels of the stems of papyrus. 
They were tied up into numerous bunches, 
which formed thick bent mat with raised 
ends. But the findings related to these pe-
riods are very rare.

About the ships of this period one can 
judge be the pictures on the vases, which 
are displayed in Egyptian museums as well 
as in Louvre. But not only there. Tied-up-
vessels are constructed nowadays in Africa, 
on the lake Chad and in the South America 
upon the lake Titicaca. And they are con-
structed quite successfully, since on the big 
reed rafts the local people tranship dozens 
of cows on the lake Chad. As for the lake 
Titicaca the whole movable reed islands 
serve as homes for Indians of tribe Imara, 
who sail on the lake on wonderfully tied-
up, stable and fast boats.

Today’s reed shipbuilders as well as 
their far away ancestors employ two basic 
technological methods while constructing 
their vessels. The first one is tying multiple 
thin bunches into a vessel, as for the sec-
ond way, it involves tying up great sheaves 
consequently tying two or more of them 
together. 
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A fresco from the Akrotiri settlement on 
Santorini Island of the Cyclades group 
depicts papyrus that grew in the Aegean 
region in the 3rd – 2nd millennium B.C.  

In pharaohs time papyrus 
grew not only in the Nile delta 
but also throughout the entire 
Aegean region. The ships made 
of this strong and unpretentious 
material were built by Egyptians 
and by other peoples  
of the Mediterranean.
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Anchor made of a woven basket. 
Such baskets were used in the absence 
of suitable stones. 
Usually they were filled with sand  
or small pebbles

A model of a big Egyptian papyrus ship. 40 х 30 х 35 cm.  
A model of a small Egyptian papyrus ship. 26 х 20 х 24 cm.  
Models made by I. Melnik.



Sumerian  
reed vessels

«I loaded her with everything that I had of living 
creatures, all my family and all my relatives boarded 
the vessel, the cattle of the fields, and beasts and all 
the craftsmen were aboard.» 

Epos of Gilgamesh,  
the IIIrd Millennium B.C..      
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Relief on a bone handle of an obsidian 
knife depicting a sea battle of ships 

of various architecture, Louvre’s 
collections. Some of the ships have  

the «sea» lines: the bow and the stern 
are raised high; the other ships have  

the «river» lines when the bow and  
the stern are raised above water  

at a small height

Due to the excavations carried out in 
Southern Mesopotamia it became known 
that prior to Assyrians and Babylonians 
there lived the people of higher civiliza-
tion, skilled in constructing watering sys-
tems, building cities and ships, the people 
were literate, they knew counting and 
they knew how to measure the time. These 
people of Sumer land called themselves 
«Blackheads». In the land of Mesopota-
mia they were newcomers, who left their 
native land in search of new living space. 
They arrived there having performed mari-
time expansion. It is well known that the 
process of resettlement was a lengthy one, 
consisted of several stages and this factor 
allowed the «Blackheads» to get prepared 
and to depart for long-long voyages. Ar-
chaeological founding demonstrate a high 
rise of cultural level, which had place in the 
South of Mesopotamia in the second half of 
the IVth  millennium B.C. One can find as 
an explanation the arrival of new energetic 
tribe or ethnic group of very high level of 
development. The wonderful fact is that 
during the same period of the second half 
of the IVth  millennium – the beginning of 
the IIIrd millennium B.C. a similar jump of 
cultural development is obvious in other 
river civilization – Egypt.

For millenniums served papyrus ves-
sels to Egyptians and if it were not for en-
tire disappearance of papyrus, probably 
even now poor Egyptian fishermen would 
construct simple and convenient papyrus 
boats onwards.

Norwegian researcher Thor Heyer-
dahl went into reconstruction of papy-
rus vessels trying to prove the possibility 
of long voyages for such a primitive float-
ing craft. The first ship made under the first 
technological method was «Ra-I». To con-
struct her there were 200, 000 thin bundles 
of reed stems, connected with hemp ropes. 
The boat weighed 15 tons, had 15 metres 
of length and 5 metres of width. Her stern 
and bow were round and streamlined, ris-
ing above the water. Upon this vessel Thor 
Heyerdahl wanted to cross the Atlantic 
ocean trying to prove the possible sailings 
of Egyptians to the America.

Sailing commenced in Moroccan port 
Sufrey and proceeded successfully. The 
crew of «Ra-I» was provided with neces-
sary quantity of water in goats’ skins, hon-
ey in amphora, dried meat, dates, nuts. But 
constructed of thin bundles the hull quick-
ly soaked in water. Highly elevated bow 
and stern under its own weight started to 

disintegrate. Having covered more than 
half of the distance, the crew had to aban-
don the vessel, which disintegrated under 
the action of waves.

«Ra-I» was built by the Chad builders. 
The structure made by them successfully 
went through the trials on the lake, where 
on one of the vessels were transhipped 
80 cows. But the ocean waves quickly 
found the drawbacks in the structure and 
destroyed the vessel.

In a year Kheyerdahl undertook anoth-
er attempt to cross the Atlantic. This time 
the structure was changed. Differing from 
«Ra-I», «Ra-II» was not built of thousand 
thin bundles, but of three huge bales. Two 
of them made sides of the vessel. The third 
one which was a bit thinner composed the 
middle part of the vessel. This structure 
was soaking more slowly. As for the raised 
bow and stern were tightened with hemp 
rope to the centre of the boat. There was 
also changed the design of steering oars.  
«Ra-II» was constructed by Indians Imara, 
who live on the lake Titicaca. She crossed 
the Atlantic. The length of a new vessel 
was 12 metres, the breadth was 4 metres, 
the weight was 12 tons.ly soaked in water. Highly elevated bow 

and stern under its own weight started to 
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Image of the Egyptian  
papyrus ship

Contemporary reed boat of Aymara Indians 
in Titikaka lake, Latin America

Relief of a big papyrus ship referring 
to the Old Kingdom

Modern reconstructions  
of the burial models  
of the papyrus ships

The «Ra» made of reeds in the Atlantic and 
her reconstruction in the «Kon-Tiki» museum 
founded by Thor Heyerdahl in Oslo, Norway
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Paddles

Imprint of a seal on clay depicting  
a Sumerian ship having «sea» lines,  
and a reconstruction of the bitumen model

A earthenware figurine  
of a Sumerian

The periods of blossoming of Sumer 
and Egypt almost coincide. These peoples 
are higher among the contemporaries. The 
dry route which existed between these 
lands could not be used because it went 
through the boundless deserts. Could then 
water ways be used? Could the Sumers 
come in the Nile Delta before the rule of 
the first dynasties of Pharaohs and if yes, 
they probably were coming there not as 
merchants but as conquerors. If local in-
habitants of Mesopotamia the Oubades 
could not render resistance against the 
«Blackheaded» and they were pushed 
away, the Egyptians managed to defend 
their land and to  prevent the conquest of 
the Nile valley.

Some centuries later the Sumers ap-
peared in the basin of the other great Asian 
river – the Ind. In Louvre there is exhib-
ited a unique obsidian knife, on one side of 
its handle is represented a sea battle. The 
fighting vessels differ in type and in archi-
tecture. 
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A model of a big Sumerian reed ship. 60 х 30 х 45 cm. 
Author: I. Melnik

Anchor made of a bag filled with sand 
or small pebbles

A model of a small  Sumerian reed ship. 30 х 12 х 30 cm. 
Author: I. Melnik



During many years throughout the 
Mediterranean the researchers found a 
great number of pictures of bound ves-
sels. Doubtless, it was the Egyptian ship 
builders and seafarers, that gave the impe-
tus to the reed vessel shipping in this re-
gion. These vessels greatly differ in shape, 
in dimensions, but they are united by the 
material and by the technology of their 
construction. Without any doubt the most 
unique of them are the vessels of the Cy-
clades islands in the Aegean Sea. The group 
of Cyclades islands gave to the mankind 
one of the most ancient civilisation.

Starting from the IIIrd Millenni-
um B. C. there are trading centres, where 
to the victuals are delivered from the con-
tinent to be exchanged for unique items of 
art, manufactured from obsidian and mar-
ble. Statuettes, representing men, women 
and animals produced on the Cyclades, 
are found during excavations throughout 
the Mediterranean. During the 70-es of 
the XXth century consequent studies and 
archaeological excavations on the islands 
resulted in unique findings, which amazed 
all the world. On the island of Phera in the 
settlement of Akrotiri, under the layer of 
more than five metres of sand and volcanic 
ashes there were found well preserved build-

The human eye did not see anything like 
that after Herculaneum and Pompeii

The vessels  
of Cyclades islands 
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A sculpture chiseled of a soft 
Cycladean marble cut shows  

a Cycladean’s head
A sculpture chiseled of a soft 
Cycladean marble cut shows  

a Cycladean’s head

A fragment of the fresco discovered 
on Phera Island at Akrotiri 

settlement depicting a small rowing 
boat sailing off the shore

Some of them have a lunar shape and 
are obviously designed for sailing on river, 
the others have a sea profile, that is highly 
raised bow and stern and they exactly cor-
respond to the images of vessels on the 
Sumers’ seals. The knife was discovered 
in Egypt, in the village of Djebel-El-Arak, 
and it was probably manufactured at the 
end of the IVth  millennium B.C. and at the 
beginning of the IIIrd millennium B.C.

It’s possible that this is the oldest pic-
ture of reed vessels not only of different 
people but of different structure, that is of 
various bundles and for various regions of 
sailing – river and sea navigation. The pic-
tures of Sumer-tied-vessels are preserved 
on the seals of the beginning of the IIIrd 
millennium B.C. and clay tablets of Indus 
river valley civilization of the same period. 
Proceeding with his studies of tied-up-ves-
sels T.H. built the third vessel of reed «Ti-
gris». Her length was 18 metres, the width 
was 6, the weight was 30 tons. Two-legged 
mast carried large square sail. In the centre 

of a ship there was a big cabin – an accomo-
dation for the crew of eleven men. Within 
132 days the reed vessel had covered dis-
tance of almost four thousand miles, hav-
ing made a long voyage from Mesopota-
mia to Bahrein, then to Oman, then to the 
Ind’s valley and back to Djibuti. The main 
goal of the Expedition was achieved, the 
courageous crew had proved that the ves-
sels similar to the ancient vessels of Sumers 
could perform lengthy voyages in the ocean 
and it became impossible to deny that 
there was a real possibility of existence of 
the sea way connecting Mesopotamia, the 
valley of the Ind and Egyptian Kingdom, 
and may be the fourth – yet, still unknown, 
protomotherland of Sumer-sailors.
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Reeds were the main building material 
of Mesopotamia used  
for constructing buildings and ships

Models of the most ancient Sumerian 
boats of the 4th millennium B.C.  
found in diggings of Mesopotamia

The reed ship «Tigris», a reconstruction of the ancient Sumerian ship 
built by Thor Heyerdahl for an experimental sailing in the Indian 
Ocean and the Red Sea aimed at proving that the reed tied ships were 
able to make long and controlled sailings and had a possibility to 
establish contacts among three ancient civilizations in the valleys of 
the Nile, the Tigris and the Euphrates, and the Indus



ings. In so called «Western House» the re-
searchers discovered the room, the walls of 
which were decorated with well preserved 
frescoes having the pictures of vessels. 
There are several types of the craft on the 
frescoes, there are small boats, controlled 
by two rowers, and there are large vessels 
with prolonged hulls, superstructures and 
with the whole crew of rowers. The sides of 
big vessels are decorated with intricate pic-
ture, on which there are birds and fish. The 
superstructures are decorated with vegeta-
tion ornament. At the first glance the ves-
sels in general have a fantastic form because 
of a very prolonged bow. It is absolutely im-
possible to provide wooden vessels with 
such a sharp form and this induced the re-
searchers to believe that the Cyclades ves-
sels were constructed either completely of 
reed or manufactured under two technolo-
gies, like it was done considerably later in 
Middle Ages, when the wooden hulls were 
supported upon the water with the tied 
reed sheaves. Probably, the constructing 
technology of the Cyclades vessels was 
exactly like that taking into account that 
mountainous islands were covered with 
woods, as for reed and cane growing near 
fresh water basins they are not in abun-
dance. As a base of such complex vessel a 
big dug-out-trunk of a tree could be used, 
which can be raised on the sides with reed 
sheaves instead of wooden boards. Under 
such technology the complex shape and in-
creased length of the Cyclades vessels be-
come quite clear.
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A full picture of the Akrotiri fresco 
depicting not only small boats but also 
big high-occupancy ships capable  
of distant sea voyages

A ring from Tirinth 
(continental Greece) 
showing clearly  
the relief of a tied ship that 
exactly replicated  
the Cycladean ships
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A model of a ship of the Cyclades. 60 х 35 х 52 cm. 
Author: I. Melnik

Anchor made of a stone braided with wickers
 for convenient heaving and casting   

A model of a ship of the Cyclades. 40 х 10 х 32 cm. 
Author: I. Melnik



The construction of wooden vessels in 
Egypt commenced during the time of An-
cient Kingdom when a centralized state 
was created. The timber for wooden ship 
construction was delivered to Egypt from 
the Lebanon. Short planks made of acacia 
and fig tree growing in Egypt were also 
used.

Due to the bar-relieves it became pos-
sible to reconstruct wooden ships of the 
Ancient Kingdom. The length of them 
reached 30 metres, the width was 8 metres, 
the draft was 1.5 metres, the displacement 
was 90 tons. Similar to papyrus vessels they 
had lunar profile, a great width and shallow 
draft. Not less than forty percent of the hull 
surface area should be submerged in the 
water to float in the river. When departing 
for sea a ballast should be placed upon the 
bottom. The Egyptian vessels of the period 
had no keel, the plating was fixed with lugs 
and ropes.

On the two-legged-mast there was a 
square sail raised, but the prime movers 
were the oars. The writings around the 
bas-relieves in the tomb of the Pharaoh 
Sachor in Abousire say that under condi-
tions of favourable wind Egyptian vessels 
reached the Syrian shores in four days. The 

«The people living by the river  
and living upon the river» 

      

The wooden vessels  
of Ancient Egypt 
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A relief on granite from the Louvre’s 
collections depicting a burial 

 Egyptian ship

Reconstruction of the burial Egyptian 
ship discovered near the Great 

Pyramid of Khufy. The most ancient 
ship preserved till now is kept  

in a specially designed building

Comparing the representations of 
the vessels of this period the researchers 
discovered exact copy of the Phera ships 
on the ring found during excavations in 
Tirinth on the Peloponnesus Peninsular. 
Doubtless similar vessels were spread in 
Aegean Sea region and weren’t a wonder 
at all. They were constructed either fully 
of reed or composite with the wooden 
base. Those vessels impress not only by 
beauty but also by dimensions. When mak-
ing the estimations for a space necessary 
to accommodate more than twenty pairs 
of oars, place for a helmsman and lengthy 
bow part, the overall length of such vessels 
could exceed twenty metres. The breadth 
was 4–5 metres, the tonnage capacity 
was more than ten tons.  On the stern of 
each vessel there was a small shed under 
which sat a captain, who was giving orders 
to the rowers and to the helmsmen. In the 
central part of the vessel there was a big 
shed under which there were passengers. It 
occupied more than one third of the vessel. 
Through the central superstructure there 
passes a mast, on which there was a square 
sail, stretched by two yards, as it was per-
formed by the Egyptian seafarers.

Considering short distances between 
Aegean islands of continental Greece, Asia 
Minor and even Egypt, under rather fa-
vourable conditions of the Mediterranean 
the vessels similar to the discovered ones in 
Achrotery could perform regular voyages 
with the purpose of shipment of cargoes 
and passengers. Having twenty, twenty 
five rowers the vessel could easily make 
3–3.5 knots, and the speed could reach 
5–6 knots when assisted by sail, so that 
within a daily passage the distance could 
be up to forty miles and could afford to 
come to shelter in shadow of one or anoth-
er island in case of unfavourable weather 
conditions. Abundant in bays and harbours 
the islands of Aegean Sea serve even nowa-
days as wonderful places of refuge during 

the storms. It’s quite possible that intricate 
ornament on the sides of these vessels was 
applied on paletted surface. Palette cover 
based on sand, cinder and animal fat could 
serve a good water repellent mean not al-
lowing the reed to get wet. Between the 
seasons of sailing, similar to Cyclades craft, 
reed vessels and by the way also nowadays 
on the lake of Titicaca are pulled ashore 
and dried. In 2006 the author of this book 
and his research group reconstructed the 
diminished copy of Cyclades craft for fu-
ture trials. Her basic dimensions: the length 
was 9 metres, the width was 3 metres. The 
height of side board was 1.25 metres, the 
weight was 1.5 tons. The hull was joined 
of three basic sheaves of reed, the outer 
ones were surplused with two upper lay-
ers, which ensured her beauty and length 
so characteristic of Cyclades vessels.
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As the basic cargo the Cyclades ships  
carried native copper which was mined  
on the Cyprus, later the Cy-cladeans 
smelted it to make bronze.

Big earthenware vessels found 
 in diggings on Thira Island were 

used by the Cycladeans for storing 
grain, olive oil and wine

A reconstruction of the tied boat «Fera» 
made by I.Melnik  in 2006  



structure of the Nile vessels was rather 
weak, therefore prior to going to sea the 
Egyptians used additional rope tightening 
frame. The hull along sides was tightened 
with the rope. To prevent bending of the 
hull in the bow and in the stern there were 
fixed squared beams, the ends of which were 
connected with short ropes embracing the 
hull outside. The athwartship beams were 
connected with another rope which rested 
on vertical poles forked up at the top. The 
rope was tightened up by turning around 
with the rod, tightener. 

Studying the dynamics of meeting col-
lisions of a vessel with waves, the research-
ers came to conclusion, that the hull tied-up 
with ropes rendered additional load upon 
all wooden parts of the hull, sometimes not 
preserving it from destruction, but on the 
contrary promoting the destruction. The 
sail fixed on the sail-yard was squared, high 
and narrow; it was spread by two yards. 
The vessel was steered with one or two big 
steering oars. The planks of boarding were 
rather thick, up to 9 cm, because they were 
produced by splitting the logs, without 
usage of saws. The grooves between the 
planks of boarding were wedged with reed 
stems. The ancient Egyptian vessels had 
no deck, between the sides there were only 
banks for rowers.
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Delineation of the relief depicting 
loading of big wooden transport 
ships sent by Queen Hatshepsut to a 
legendary country of Punt. 
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A model of a wooden Egyptian ship. 35 х 32 х 26 cm.  
Author: A. Brizinskiy

Anchor made of a stone with a hole
for attaching a rope



The history of seafaring commences 
from the time of Paleolith, when a man 
started to reconnoitre spaces close to him. 
To cross the water obstacles and to sail on 
the lakes and rivers dry trunks of fallen 
trees were used.

The question when a man started man-
ufacturing the primitive boats instead of us-
ing improvised means of sailing remains to 
be open. Although it could have happened 
only after the appearance of a reliable tool 
at the disposal of a man. The first operation 
of converting the log into boat was hewing 
away the hump of a log without chiselling 
the hollow. It was more comfortable to lie 
on the flat side, to sail or to catch fish. The 
deepening of a flat side became the follow-
ing operation. How did they look like?

Ethnographic research manifested 
that one-log vessels were widely used by 
all primitive tribes starting from Australia 
to the archipelagos of Oceania and from 
the Sudan to the arctic regions of Asia and 
Europe. In Pre-Columbus America one-
log vessels were the only means of water 
transport of South American Indian tribes. 
Using their one-log vessels, sometimes 
reaching 18 metres of length, they dared to 
sail in high seas. 

«The most ancient means of water transport
were just a tree trunk being sailed
down the river stream». 
                                                                       Y. Lips
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One-Log Vessels

Archaic earthenware vessel depicting 
a single trunk galley from the Louvre’s 

collections, and a contemporary 
earthenware plaque showing a relief of 

the galley under sail

Marble sculpture: Perseus cutting off 
the Gorgon’s head

The pictures of the Middle King-
dom’s vessels hadn’t been preserved as for 
the vessels of New Kingdom, judging by 
multiple sources, they considerably dif-
fered from predecessors. Their hulls were 
stronger, since for the construction there 
were more perfect tools used: longitudi-
nal and athwartship saws, and also various 
drills. The highest development of Egyp-
tian shipping was reached during the rule 
of the Queen Hatshepsut and Pharaoh 
Thutmosis III, about 1, 500 B. C. This is 
witnessed by walls’ frescoes «The fleet 
of the Queen Hatshepsut» in the temple 
of Deir-El-Buchry in the valley of Pha-
raohs. The vessels of this period already 
had athwartship ties – beams, onto which 
there was the deck placed. The mast was 
made of one tree trunk, the surfaces of the 
sails and steering were increased. The ves-
sels in profile became sharper, the bow and 
the stern became much higher. The ends of 
cross beams stood out of outside plating, 
and that caused additional strengthening 
of the structure.

During the reign of Thutmosis III 
there were 18 expeditions to Syria carried 
out on naval and merchant ships. The na-
val leaders of the Queen Hatshepsut sailed 
through the Red See to the legendary 
country of Punt (the present name of the 
country is Somalia). The Queen’s naviga-
tors knew very well the sea routes to the 
area of Mesopotamia, Mediterranean, Cy-
clades Islands, Kritus, Cyprus. At present 
time two French researchers Andre and 
Nadine Jil-Artagnan of Mediterranean 
town Sete undertook scrupulous study 
of papyruses and bar-relieves of Egyp-
tian vessels. Having taken fancy to Egyp-
tian maritime shipping and shipbuilding 
they got the idea of making the project and 

constructing a copy of Egyptian vessel to 
perform voyages along the ancient routes 
of Phoenician Navy leaders of the Pharaoh 
Neho (Egyptian Pharaoh 610–595 B. C.) 
The vessel was named «Punt» in honour 
of legendary country of Punt. Its length 
was 20.5 metres, the width – 6.5 metres, 
draft – 1.4 metres. The vessel was con-
structed near Bordeaux and Toulouse on 
the river Jironde and was brought into the 
Mediterranean Sea through the canal Du 
Midi. The vessel resembles bar-relieves 
and pictures of Egyptian ships. The vessel 
sailed through the Mediterranean. Then 
the voyagers sailed thousand miles in Red 
Sea and Indian Ocean, along the Eastern 
coast of Africa, reached the Cape of Good 
Hope. The voyages of reconstructed Egyp-
tian ship demonstrated good seaworthi-
ness of such type of vessels, the possibilities 
to perform long voyages and therefore the 
stories about ancient sea goers of Pharaoh 
Neho era doesn’t look fantastic any more.
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Headware and bracelet made of 
gold that belonged to am ancient 

Egyptian queen, myrrh and 
incense, glass blanks

A reconstruction of a big Egyptian wooden ship 
made by a married couple of Artagnan  
to repeat the voyage to the legendary Punt  

Among the most valuable cargo 
there were seedlings  of the myrrh 
tree which gum was used in Egypt 
for making incenses and which 
value was set as gold and glass



The material for one-log vessels was 
mostly an oak tree, the wood of it was 
strong and hard, water-proof and resisted 
rotting; there were also pine trees, fir trees, 
poplar, elms, fir, alder trees, aspen trees 
used. Understanding the technology of 
constructing one-log vessels, archaeolo-
gists were trying to find their fragments 
while digging up the man settlements of 
the Stone Age. The first founding were 
rowing oars and they were found in the 
middle and at the end of the XXth cen-
tury. Quite successful were searches on the 
North and Baltic Seas coasts.

The most ancient finding was discov-
ered on the coast of the Baltic Sea while 
digging near fishermen settlement. It is 
actually remnant part of the short row-
ing oar. Radio-carbon analysis dates the 
wood of which the oar was made as old as 
the VIth millennium B. C. The fragment of 
another oar was dated as the Vth Millen-
nium B. C. It was found in Germany on the 
moor near Duwensee.

A drawing of an Indian dugout 
boat made by J. White in 1585 at 
the coast of the present-day North 
Carolina (USA). Several thousand 
years ago similar boats were the 
basis for single-trunk galleys  
of the Aegean region
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An earthenware mask showing 
the Gorgon’s head made 

by painter V. Rudyi for the 
reconstruction project of the 

single-trunk galley «Perseus»
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A model of a single trunk galley. 38 х 24 х 30 
cm. Author: I. Melnik

A reconstruction of the Crete’s ship clay model  
with two rams

Anchor made of a stone with three holes. 
Besides a hole for attaching a rope, two other 
holes were made wherein sharpened poles 
were inserted. The poles increased 
the anchor holding force considerably  
as they dug into soil. 



The representation of «Sea People» 
vessel was preserved on the bas-relief of 
the XIIth century B. C. in the Egyptian 
tomb of Karnak Kings. There was the bat-
tle between the fleet of Pharaoh Ramses III 
and «Sea People» vessels at Pelusium rep-
resented. This battle put an end to devas-
tating onslaughts of barbarous tribes on 
Asia Minor and Egypt.

Their advance started from the depths 
of the Balkan Peninsula one century before 
that. The main ethnic groups advancing 
onto Asia Minor and Mediterranean were 
probably Pelagians, Protoarmenians, Pro-
togreeks. As for Greeks, they were affected 
only slightly by their advance, and there-
fore they didn’t preserve in their historical 
memory its full swing, though the Troyan 
Epopee and dramatic return of the Aehean-
heroes to their Motherland was nothing 
else as one of the waves of mass resettle-
ment of tribes and peoples, later on united 
under common name – «Sea People».

By 1200 B. C. under the pressure of 
«Sea People» the Khettian Kingdom fell. 
Destructions in the Khettian Kingdom – 
and, mainly, restructuring the society – 
were in Asia Minor not less than the results 
of Dorian invasion of Greece: the ancient 

«They were taken prisoners and as such 
were delivered to Egypt, similar to the sea 
coast sand».

Egyptian Chronicle

The vessels  
of «Sea People»

Customary avian ornament has been 
preserved for many years with one of the 

«people of the sea» – on the pelishtim of the 
ancient Philistines

Delineation of the relief depicting a sea 
battle between the «people of the sea» 

ships and a fleet of the Egyptian Pharaoh 
Ramses from the Karnak temple, and 
a contemporary earthenware plaque 

showing the relief of a heightened galley 
proceeding under sail. It is not the 

«people of the sea» who decorated their 
ships with the images of birds
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It’s quite possible to consider the na-
tive place of birth of one-log vessel to be 
the Mediterranean. It’s exactly here that 
the qualitative changes are taking place in 
the life of mankind – the stone cutting, 
pottery, later on the metallurgy ceased to 
be home craft only and become branches 
of production, which means widening and 
strengthening of economy and brings about 
the progress of development and producing 
the produce available for exchange. And the 
exchange of produce takes place on the sea 
coast and multiple islands of Aegean Sea. Al-
ready in 2800–2400 B. C. the inhabitants of 
the islands constructed the vessels with high 
stem. Their lengthy vessels having up to 
17 rows of rowers were cut out of a single big 
trunk of a tree. The bow was raised. It was 
manufactured of a single piece of wood and 
was fixed to the end of the trunk. The similar 
long multi-row vessels are nowadays built in 
Thailand. Surprisingly exact representation 
of one-log vessel is preserved on the earth-
en vase of Theben which is displayed in Lou-
vre. It’s low-profile with a powerful batter-
ing-ram and surmounted with on-laid stem, 
onto which there is a decoration resembling 
either horns of a deer or tentacles of a jelly-
fish. After stem was also on-laid and made as 
unopened petal or as a tentacle of a jellyfish.

The reconstruction of similar ves-
sel was undertaken by the author in 
2002–2004. The cutting out of almost four 
cubic metres of wood took 23 days. 10 more 

days were spent on making the stern round 
and sharpening the bow to the shape of a 
battering-ram. The construction was car-
ried out on a wet wood, therefore the ves-
sel was rather heavy. At first launching her 
draft having the side height in the middle 
equal to 0.7 m was 0.45 m, that entirely 
corresponded to her weight of 7 tons. Dur-
ing the trials in the Belgorod-Dniester Es-
tuary there were 15 persons aboard and the 
draft almost didn’t change, that proved a 
wonderful buoyancy.

Altogether this one-log vessel named 
«Perseus» could accommodate 25 persons. 
Her data: the length – 10.7 m; the breadth – 
1.9 m at the stern, the weight – 7 tons, the 
materiel – poplar, the number of oars – 10, 
the number of crew members – 12.
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This relict made a hull  
of the dugout  boat «Perseus».   
Its diameter at the butt-end 
exceeded 1.6 m

A reconstruction of the single-
trunk galley «Perseus»  
on the slip and under sail at sea 
made by the author in 2003

Reconstruction  
of a small dugout

Model of an African dugout with 
passengers sitting therein

Big canoe  
of the North American Indians 



city-centres of Asia Minor disappeared, 
as well disappeared cuneiform characters 
of writing. For almost 400 years after the 
destruction of Khattus there are no single 
written document, which would have orig-
inated from the middle parts of Asia Minor. 

Having swallowed the Khettian King-
dom the «Sea People» moved on further 
and quite soon under their onslaught fell the 
cities of Syria and Phoenicia. Formidable 
merciless warriors with numerous trains 
following them approached the borders of 
Egypt. The «Sea People» were proceeding 
along the Syrian coast in two waves. The 
first moved in carriages pulled by oxen, the 
other proceeded by the sea in sailing vessels 
with highly raised bows and sterns decorat-
ed with figures of birds.

During his 8 th year of reign Ramses III 
met his enemy in Syria and heavily de-
feated them on the land. This very year 
the Pharaoh fought new settlers on the 
sea. It was a great battle, Egyptian vessels 
strewed the enemy vessels with the arrows, 
sometimes the vessels closely approached 
each other and their crews fought hand-to-
hand. The Pharaoh, standing on shore, sur-
rounded with his military commanders was 
shooting with placed before them archers 
against the enemy. The Egyptians won the 
battle. The enemy vessels with torn sails, 
sometimes over keel floated among the 
killed and wounded intruders in the water. 
Those who were alive Egyptians rescued, 
brought them ashore and convoyed in 
crowds. 

A contemporary 
earthenware relief  
of the «people of the 
sea» ship and  a bronze 
sculpture «Odyssey 
striking Polyphem with 
a spear»

A contemporary 
earthenware relief 
of the «people of the 
sea» ship and  a bronze 
sculpture «Odyssey 
striking Polyphem with 
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The other «people of the sea» –  
the Karians – owned lands  
in the south-east part of the Asia Minor 
and for a long time resisted expansion of 
the Greeks whereof the preserved images 
of sea warfare between galleys of various 
shapes pictures indicate. The Karian ship 
stem is decorated with the sculpture  
of a bird
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A model of a «people of the sea» trunk ship  
with heightened sides. 30 х 25 х 23 cm.  
Author: I.Melnik

Sword from Dorak (Asia Minor) adorned with images
 of the naval and merchant ships of the first millennium B.C.

Anchor made of a log 
incorporating stones which 
were driven in the log core 



The most advanced among the Medi-
terranean people in organising the sea ex-
peditions one can consider Phoenicia – the 
country which occupied a narrow stripe 
of land on the territory of modern Syria, 
Lebanon and Israel. A beautiful disposition 
and invaluable resources of cedarwood and 
other fir trees had made Phoenician city-
states trade partners of the Mediterranean 
states and the states of upper and lower 
Mesopotamia.

Phoenicia starting from ancient time 
became a connecting link between Egypt, 
Asia Minor, Mesopotamia and the coun-
tries of Aegian Sea. In the tombs of Thebes 
there was discovered the picture of Phoe-
nician vessels of the Ancient Kingdom’s 
period being discharged. The vessels had a 
great draft, high bow and high stern. The 
side higher up becomes a strong bulwark, 
guarding the sailors from falling overboard. 
The vessels were covered with continuous 
deck, on which as well as in the holds there 
was cargo. The steering was carried out 
with two steering oars. Such vessels’ length 
was up to 17–20 metres, the breadth was 
up to 6–7 metres.

In the IInd millennium B. C. along-
side with bulky cargoes such as the wood, 

«Three things are incomprehesible to me, and  
I do not understand four: The way of eagle in 
the sky, the way of serpent on the rock, the 
way of vessel in the sea and the man’s way to 
the woman.» 

The Book of Proverbs of the King Solomon

Phoenician  
merchant vessels

A marble bas-relief depicting the 
Phoenician seahorse ships carrying 

timber from the Louvre’s collections, 
and a contemporary marble relief  

of the ship

Phoenician  
theatrical masks
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Cyclops attack Odyssey’s ships

Stone jugs kept in the 
Maritime Museum  
of the Turkish city Bodrum, 
they were found during 
underwater researches and 
belonged, probably,  
to the legendary  
«People of the Sea»

The victories gained in this war were 
so decisive, that later sources do not nar-
rate about new attacks of «Sea People» 
against Egypt. Defeated Philistines had 
to be satisfied themselves with Palestine 
shore, where they settled down, probably 
at «merciful» permission granted by Egyp-
tian Pharaoh.

In writing of the Pharaoh Ramses III 
(the beginning of XIIth century B. C.) it is 
said: «Not a single country withstood the 
strike of theirs, starting from Khatti, Kedeh, 
Karkemish, Artsawa, Alacia were destroyed. 
They struck a camp amidst Amourru, they 
destroyed its people… They pushed towards 
Egypt…

I was crushing those, who intrud-
ed through them from their countries. I 
crushed people of Danuna on their islands, 
turned the Toursha into ashes. The Sherda-
ni and Uashashi ceased to exist. They were 
taken prisoners and as prisoners they were 
delivered to Egypt similar to the sea coast 
sand. I settled them in the fortresses tied 
up by my name. They were divided in mul-
tiple groups of hundreds of thousands».

But victorious writings of Ramses III 
highly magnify the exploit of Egyptian 
troops. Evidently, the Egyptian troops suc-
ceeded only to stem to some extend the 
advance of «Sea People», who pushed the 
Egyptians out of considerable part of their 
former domains in Syria and Phoenicia. 

Reconstruction of the vessel of «Sea 
People» was performed by the author in 
accordance with the bas-relief of the battle 
at Pelusium. There was a big one-log ves-
sel with increased sides reconstructed. The 
reconstruction was began in spring of 2002. 
The boat to be was baptised under the name 
of «Odysseus» in honour of a very cunning 
Ahearn hero-wanderer Odysseus. The ves-
sel was constructed of two oak trunks, the 
length was 10.5 metres, the diameter of each 
trunk was 1.1 at the widest. For providing 
additions to the sides there were first of all 

fore stem and after stem manufactured out 
of whole trunks of plane tree. The result-
ing structure provided for making the main 
part of the vessel, the planks of addition 
then stretched from the bow to the stern. 
The vessel is propelled by ten oars and 
square sail having the area of thirty square 
metres. The removable mast is kept in posi-
tion with the help of seven lashings. Start-
ing from 2004 there were several sailings 
carried out in accordance with the prepared 
program of movements of the «Sea People» 
from the depth of the Balkan Peninsula to 
the Egypt. During the sailings the «Odys-
seus» visited seven European countries on 
the shores of the Danube and the Black Sea.

they were found during 
underwater researches and 
belonged, probably, 
to the legendary 
«People of the Sea»
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A reconstruction of a trunk galley 
with heightened sides «Odyssey» 
under sail in the Black Sea made 

by the author in 2004



clay vessels or amphoras, filled with oil, 
wines and grain, which aren’t affected by 
moisture there in the trade exchange of 
Phoenician seafarers there appear fabric, 
glass ware items, items manufactured of 
fine clay, the paper from papyrus. These 
cargoes require from shipbuilders stronger 
and more reliable vessels. The routes of sail-
ing changed too. The voyages become lon-
ger, from coastal shipping along the coast 
towards Egypt or Cyprus they become 
high sea shipping towards the shores of 
Greece and Sicily. This required to change 
the shape of the vessels too.

According to the information which 
reached us the Phoenicians structurally 
changed their ships, adapting them for 
long voyages. This is reflected, first of all, in 
a changed stern, which was no longer raised 
high up but was curving in a streamline 
fashion and finally transformed itself into 
stern decoration in the shape of double 
crest. It’s done in order to extinguish the 
force of waves, running onto the ship from 
behind. The rounded stern receiving the 
force of a wave does not cut it, but takes 
on its pressure, which pushes her forward. 
The fore stem remained high, the bow had 
smooth lines, assisting her to climb up the 
oncoming waves. The height of sides and 
corresponding draft were increased. 

Bronze sculpture of God Melkart, 
a Phoenician patron of navigation, 
made by painter I. Zyablov  
for the reconstruction project  
of the Phoenician ship «Melkart»

Bronze sculpture of God Melkart, 
a Phoenician patron of navigation, 
made by painter I. Zyablov 
for the reconstruction project 
of the Phoenician ship «Melkart»
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Sea shells enabled Phoenicians 
to dye wool fabric. The fabrics 
ranging in marvelous shades – 
from deep-blue to purple – were 
exchanged for silver which is so 
exuberant in the Pyrenees 
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A model of a Phoenician trading ship. 60 х 30 х 55 cm. 
Author: I. Melnik

Cedar woods were the greatest treasure  
of Phoenicia. Ancient Egyptian bas-relief depicting 
cutting of woods is preserved till our time

Anchor with a stone weight in its upper part. 
Anchor flukes are spanned with a rope  
to increase strength



The advent of a new type of a ship – 
the unireme – a fast and powerful rowboat 
was due, above all, to the events that were 
taking place in the Aegean basin – in the 
continental Greece and the Aegean Sea is-
lands.

During 1600 – 1300 B.C. the Achaeans 
tribes, that lived earlier in Thessaly, ousted 
the peoples inhabiting the Cyclades and 
Crete. The Achaeans expansion was de-
veloped on board high-bow ships provided 
with an above-water pointed ram. These 
long warships had up to 20 rows of oars-
men, developed a high speed and were well 
steerable. The Achaeans learned shipbuild-
ing from the Cycladens and Cretans whose 
ships were perfect enough to ship goods 
to endmost lands, however, they were 
quite defenceless against the new danger-
ous weapon. The Achaeans continued the 
known traditions and added new elements 
to the ship structure - they raised higher 
the sides, the bow and the stern. What 
could be the difference of uniremes as com-
pared to already known rowboats provided 
with rams? Above all, the new menacing 
ships were driven by a greater number of 
oarsmen which made uniremes faster and, 
consequently, more crushing power to the 
ram when it struck less manoeuvrable ships 

«When the ship was ready for sailing,
Athena embedded a sacred oak piece 
in «Argo stern, taken from the grove
of Zeus’s oracle grove in Dodona». 
                                           Pindar. Cit.
                         by Valery Flakk I, 39

Unireme

Marble bas-relief of the Roman 
Republic time depicting a unireme 

galley and a contemporary 
delineation of the unireme  

on the vessel
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Phoenician glass vessels together 
with purple fabric and silver were one 
of the main trading goods in the entire 
Mediterranean

Big Phoenician ship

A reconstruction of the merchant 
Phoenician seahorse ship «Melkart» 
made by I.Melnik  in 2000 

The described vessels were named in 
history as seahorse vessels, since their fore 
stems were always decorated with wooden 
sculpture of the head of the sea horse. Using 
such merchant vessels the Phoenicians and 
their successors Carthaginians carried out 
fearless sailing in the Atlantic and Indian 
oceans. The most famous sailings are: the 
sailing of Gannon along the western coast 
of Africa, in the course of which there were 
several Carthaginian colonies founded, the 
sailing of Gummilcone for the tin and silver 
to the shores of Britain and legendary three 
years voyage of the Phoenicians around the 
African continent in the VIth century B. C. 
In 1988 there was started the study of the 
Phoenician shipbuilding by the author of 
the book and there was carried out the re-
construction of the vessel on which Gum-
milcone could have sailed in the Atlantic. 
In 2000 our work resulted in construction 
of newly built prototype of Phoenician 
seahorse vessels – the vessel «Melkart», 
named in honour of the God-Patron of 
Phoenician shipping Melkart who is associ-
ated with Greek Hercules. The first sailing 
was performed in 2002 by the route Brest – 
Lianas in compliance with the periple of 
Gummilcone. The sailing in the Atlantic 
was carried out in 2001 and 2003.

The vessel «Melkart» had modest di-
mensions: the length was 12 metres, the 
breadth was 2.8 metres, the displacement 
was 12 tons. The vessel was propelled by 
10 rowers and rectangular sail on a seven-
metre-high mast. The area of the sail was 
32 square metres. Similar to Phoenicians 
we constructed our vessel under the sys-
tem «keel – timber ribs – planking». 

Like Phoenician ship builders we made 
a base of the vessel from hard wood: oak, 
beech; the planking was done of fir tree, 
it’s worth reminding that famous Lebanon 
cedar, for which the Phoenicia was well 
known, is a close relative to the pine and 
fir tree. The yard, mast and steering oar 

as well as the whole carcass was made of 
acacia. Within years of sailing in the At-
lantic the vessel covered the distance of 
more than thousand miles and at present 
time is in Portugal in the town of Aveiro. 
The crew is getting ready for new sailing 
to the coast of Africa. The gales, vigorous 
sea, rains and hail met the vessel during 
sailing in the Biscay bay, having tested the 
crew and the newly built vessel’s strength. 
Just like in the past simple and worthy 
structure passed all the trials.

Phoenician glass vessels together 
with purple fabric and silver were one 
of the main trading goods in the entire 
Mediterranean
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of islanders. Secondly, the uniremes were 
purely navy ships and served the purposes 
of warfare only. 

Expansion to the Aegean region was 
just the first stage of a further advance of 
the Achaeans to the Sea of Marmara and, 
hereafter, to the Black Sea. Troy and the 
surrounding Troyada blocked the en-
trance to the Sea of Marmara and further. 
Researchers presume that the Trojans de-
fended the ways to Hellespont making the 
newcomers to discharge their ships at the 
town walls where merchants cornered the 
shipped goods. The trade with the eastern 
territories was done by the Trojans them-
selves. For its expansion eastward, the 
Achaeans needed to pass Troy. That was 
the reason of several brave expeditions one 
of which we know as a voyage of the Ar-
gonauts. The written tradition of the time 
did not preserve for us the data about the 
first voyage to the Black Sea. Undoubted-
ly, Jason and his band were among the first.

The expedition, like the one which Ja-
son launched brought profits to one tribe 
only. Meanwhile the invasive desires of the 
risen kings of the continental Greece were 
ever growing which resulted in a coalition 
of Greek kings who started off with their 
fleets consisting of uniremes to conquer 
the Troyada.

Marble bas-relief depicting  
a construction of the galley
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Mosaic panel «Odyssey and  
the sirens» whereon the tied  
to a mast Odyssey sails  
on the unireme galley  

Marble bas-relief depicting 
a construction of the galley
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A model of a unireme galley. 30 х 20 х 22 cm.  
Author: A.Brizinskiy

Wooden anchor incorporating a lead 
weight in its upper part

Lead rods of anchors 

Wooden anchor incorporating a lead 
weight in its upper part



Following the island civilization of 
the Cyclades, Crete emerges turning into 
a mighty state by the 17th century B.C. 
The Cretans set their foot not only on the 
nearby islands but also on some areas of the 
continental Greece. They founded colonies 
on new lands, later the colonies turned 
into trading towns. One of such was Er-
itrea on Euboea island. Just here, accord-
ing to a Greek writer Damast who lived in 
the 5th century B.C. and was making use 
of the more ancient sources, a queen of the 
Greek and, later, Roman fleets was created 
– the bireme. Were the Greeks the first? It 
is unknown. The priority could stay with 
the Phoenicians. It is their biremes are de-
picted on the gates of the Assyrian king 
Sennacherib (705 – 681 B.C.). 

It can be supposed that sea opera-
tions, crafts and trade developed entailing 
a growth of coastal settlements and requir-
ing building of big and battle-worthy fleets 
capable of guarding trading ways and the 
most rich and prospering towns. Uniremes 
were too weak for these purposes.  The 
length of the ship may not be increased 
by technical reasons, consequently, it was 
impossible to set up more thwarts for oars-
men and the fighting ability of the one-
row ships was limited. On the other side,  

«The sun was down again  
out of the heavens, 
and we went along  
by the waters of Oceanus».

      Hom. Od. XI, 12—14

Bireme
Bas-relief of an Assyrian/Phoenician 

bireme. It is the Phoenician sailors 
who are considered to be creators  
of the two-row ships. Delineation  

of the Greek bireme  
on an earthenware vessel
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When carried by galleys, 
amphorae were kept in straw. 

A reconstruction of the unireme galley 
«Argo» made by Tim Severin to repeat 
sailings of the legendary Odyssey and 

Jason in 1986-87    

Marble bas-relief showing  
a Roman unireme

A victory at the walls of Troy opened 
the way to the Sea of Marmara and further 
eastward. This victory was dear-bought to 
the Achaeans, Weakened Achaeans king-
doms became an easy prey for the less cul-
tured Dorian tribes that were moving from 
the north of the Balkans. Greece had been 
benighted for almoat three hundred years. 
The roads to the Black Sea were forgot-
ten. The uniremes existed as a battle unit, 
for at more than one and a half thousand 
years – from archaic times to the Helle-
nism Age. Known are numerous pictures of 
these ships which dimensions and number 
of oars were, respectively, from 15 to 30 m, 
and from 10 to 40 oars.

The unireme was reconstructed by a 
Greek ship-maker Bassilios Delimitros fol-
lowing the design by Colin Mewdy. The 
author of the project was a famous travel-
ler Tim Severin. When working at the uni-
reme design Colin Mewdy made use of the 
pictures of archaic and ancient ships that 
have been preserved on encrusted earthen-
ware and marble pots as well as depictions 
on wall frescos and descriptions made by 
ancient authors.  

The constructed unireme that has 
made a voyage from the Greek port of Volo 
to the Georgian port Vani, and had the fol-

lowing principal dimensions. Her length 
was 16 m and beam – 2.8 m; the bow had a 
protruding ram, above it there was a high 
forecastle with elevated stem. In the stern 
section there were two steering oars with 
long enough helms so that one man could 
steer the ship. , The stern was smoothly 
rounded. The stern post terminated with 
a stern decoration made of carved wood 
curve. The walkway and the sides were 
linked with thwarts arranged at some an-
gle. Altogether there were twenty thwarts 
on two sides, and the number of 4-5 m long 
oars was the same. Oars were fastened with 
leather belts woven around the oar looms 
and the wedges fixed vertically in the hull 
sides. In the mid part of the deck there was 
a 7 m high mast with a horizontal yard and 
a square sail of 40 square meters area.
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As the well-preserved Roman 
mosaic shows, ships were 
loaded with various cargo and 
even livestock



the bireme made it possible to increase the 
rowing capacity twofold and the speed by 
half due to construction of the top deck, 
the ship’s length remaining the same. 

The bireme construction improved 
seaworthiness considerably. While the 
low-sided unireme needed to hurry for 
shelter during storms and could not ad-
equately protect the trade routes, biremes 
withstood strong swell. High sides, deck, 
holds and cabins allowed of making distant 
voyages successfully. Having preserved the 
basic arms elements, the ship experienced a 
considerable reconstruction. So, the stem, 
which was raised almost vertically with 
uniremes, became more and more bent 
outward. It allowed the attacking ship to 
ram hard, creeping onto the adversary’s 
side and trampling it underneath. Rigging 
became mightier and the capacity to carry 
people and cargo increased considerably. 
The ships of the kind could easily sail out-
side of the Pillars of Hercules and cruise 
in the Black Sea. Their powerful arms en-
abled them to fight the pirates and their 
excellent seaworthiness could meet severe 
elements of Nature.

It is with the re-creation of the bireme 
galley appearance that I commenced to 
study the history of seafaring and recon-
struction of ancient ships in 1988. In the 
course of studying the diversified and, 
sometimes, contradictory materials relat-
ed to ancient shipbuilding many questions 
have arisen. 

A Roman bireme provided  
with two rams on the stem 
and the sternpost 

Marble bas-relief of a Roman cargo shipMarble bas-relief of a Roman cargo ship
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A model of a bireme. 45 х 26 х 24 cm.  
Author: A. Brizinskiy

Delineation of the stem  
and the ram of a Roman unireme

Single-arm wooden anchor 
with a stone weight in its upper part  



While the Cyclades and Crete contrib-
uted the unireme and the bireme to sea-
manship, the antiquity bestowed the tri-
reme – a ship driven by three banks of oars. 
According to Thucydides, the trireme was 
built by Aminocles, a citizen of Corinth, 
and this happened in the 8th century B.C.  

Diggings of wharves in Piraeus proved 
that the trireme dimensions were within 
the limits of 25-50 m long and from 4 to 
6 m wide. Correspondingly, the tonnage 
of the ship varied between 45 and 100 t. 
The trireme’s backbone was a wooden 
keel to which all elements of the framing 
were fixed. Framing was covered with side 
planking. The keel extended through the 
bow and ended in a stem and a ram plated 
with copper or leaden sheets. Rams were of 
different kinds as to their dimensions and 
construction. 

Part of triremes had even two rams: 
one of them was submerged in water and 
was intended to pierce the side below the 
waterline, and the other ram, which was 
arranged higher, crushed the side of the 
adversary’s ship above the waterline. In 
the bow section of the trireme there were 
special beams that crashed the adversary’ 
oars at impacts. The stern of the trireme, 

«Ah, by the way, what a ship!
twenty and hundred elbows long
and more than quarter of that wide».
                                 Lucian «The Ship»

Trireme
Marble bas-relief depicting  

the arrangement of oarsmen  
in the trireme

A Roman mosaic depicting  
a trireme proceeding under all sails  

on two masts    
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Mosaic of the Roman period depicting  
a flood in the Nile
It shows well small papyrus boats,  
a big papyrus ship and a combat ship

A handle of an amphora with the brand 
showing a ship reminding of a big 

papyrus ship from  
the Roman mosaic «Flood on the Nile»

The main question was: what type of an 
ancient ship to choose? What ship should 
be made the basis for the project? Should 
it be the unireme – a ship with one bank 
of oars that represents the simplest ancient 
Greek ships? Or it should be the bireme – a 
ship with two-banks of oars that is a transi-
tion type from the unireme to the trireme 
or to the triere? The collected data indi-
cated quite serious technical problems that 
could have awaited me while developing 
the trireme project. The unireme was also 
poorly suitable for long sailings because of 
a small rowing power. It should be added 
that of no little significance in choosing 
the ship type was the fact that the unireme 
«Argo» was reconstructed by Tim Sever-
in to follow the route of the Argonauts in 
1986, and the trireme «Olympia», built by 
John Morrison was tested during voyages 
in the Mediterranean. As I did not wish to 
repeat already knows designs, I have cho-
sen the bireme. 

A general picture which I managed to 
create on the basis of the source data has 
led to the integral image of the ship: the 
bottom is smoothly curved and passes into 
the stern section – the sternpost – high 
bent stern required for navigating in foul 
sea and protecting the ship against waves. 
The sternpost ends with a bent outward 
and narrowing upwards spout – the acro-
postole – made as an outward or inward 
bent spiral, swan’s neck or a dolphin’s or 
rooster’s tail.  The sail was handled by clew 
lines and was square. The bireme’s bow – 
the stem – terminated with a formidable 
ram depicting an animal’s head and cast of 
bronze.

The detailed project was developed in 
the Institute of Shipbuilding in Nikolaev, 
Ukraine, and sprang to life in hands of a 
wonderful shipbuilder Damir Shkhalakhov 
at the navy wharf of Sochi becoming a spa-
cious ship with two sets of oars. Her length 
was 25.5 m, beam - 4.6 m, tonnage - 40 t 

and crew – 50 oarsmen. The ship had a 50 
sq.m. four-sided sail. 

The bireme created by us was named 
«Ivliya». For seven years of her life she 
covered more than six thousand miles in 
the Black Sea, Mediterranean, the Bay 
of Biscay and the rivers of France.   The 
maximum speed underway achieved by 
oarsmen comprised 4.5 knots, and under 
sail – 7 knots.   

The practical lessons learned allow 
us to hypothesize the design peculiarities 
of ancient ships and their high nautical 
properties.

The «Ivliya» bireme
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same as with early unireme and bireme, 
was smoothly curved and run into the 
sternpost. The ship was steered with two 
steering oars arranged on both sides in the 
stern. Big triremes had one continuous 
deck, the seamen stayed underneath the 
deck, in the holds, where the victuals and 
cargo were stored. 

In battle oarsmen were covered from 
above by the second deck of a lighter con-
struction that protected them from arrows 
and darts. Soldiers and, sometimes, light 
catapults, were stationed on this very deck 
during the battle. In the course of improve-
ments of the trireme, Greek shipbuilders 
began to arrange the top light deck so that 
it protruded outside of the main hull of the 
ship as they wanted to damper the ram im-
pact of the adversary at collision. Triremes 
were driven by oarsmen who were sitting 
in three tiers, one above the other. So as 
one row of oars does not bump the other 
one in rowing, the oar holes in the ship’s 
sides were shifted. Oarsmen sat on wooden 
thwarts, sometimes, special pillows were 
put underneath for convenience. All three 
rows of oars were used simultaneously dur-
ing the battle only. Normally, in voyages, 
when the weather was good, the ship was 
driven by a single row of oars only. 
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Precious cargo – 
bronze and glass

Mosaic panel depicting 
a sea battle between the 
trireme fleets   
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A model of a Greek trireme. An exhibit in the His-
torical Museum in Athens. Longitudinal section of 
a Greek trireme. 60 х 27 cm. Author: A. Brizinskiy

A model of a Greek trireme. An exhibit in the His
torical Museum in Athens. Longitudinal section of 
a Greek trireme. 60 х 27 cm. Author: A. Brizinskiy

The lead anchors



The ancients who described Britain 
mentioned the boats seen at the Tin Is-
lands (ancient name of the British Isles) 
that were made of woven rods and covered 
with animal skins. Such ships of wicker-
work hulls are named coracles and were 
used in various regions of the ancient world 
long before the British Islands dwellers. 
Babylonians knew them, which was men-
tioned by Herodotus. Pliny the elder told 
that the Wends of the River Vistula dared 
long sea voyages by coracles made of wo-
ven wicker rods and covered with hides. In 
«The Commentaries of Caesar» he writes 
tat they built boats which keel was flat, 
the bow and the stern high, and the sides 
currached with leather. Even the sail was 
made of well-tanned hides. 

Rufius Festus Avienus, a Roman poet, 
mentioned skinned boats: «In their sewn 
coracles they ply far the seas and ocean 
abysses full of sea-monsters. Neither of 
spruce or maple or fir they make their boats… 
they make their boats most miraculously of 
sewn skins and often they cross wide seas in 
such boats made of strong skins». Marvel-
lously, such ships are built even nowadays 
both in Iraq and Ireland. In the Tierra del 
Fuego the rafts made of seal skins were built 
up to the end of the 19th century. 

«Neither of spruce or maple or fir
they make their boats bending 
their keels, but most miraculously
 of sewn skins…».  
   Rufius Festus Avienus. 
           «On Sea Coasts»

Celtic  
Skinned Boats    

A page of a medieval manuscript 
depicting Brendan and his companions 

going for a search of legendary lands, 
and a contemporary delineation  

on leather 

Серебро и олово было главным 
богатством Британии и ее 

Корнуоллских рудников
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A fresco of the «Isis» trireme 
discovered at Nimphea Thousands of cargo and warships have 

passed  at the feet of the Colossus of Rhodos

The ancient trireme 
«Olympia»

The sail was the second propulsive 
device and even not a single one with the 
trireme. As distinct from her predecessors, 
the trireme has two sails: the main and the 
auxiliary. Both were rectangular and were 
hoisted on two separate masts. The masts 
of the trireme were dismountable – before 
the battle the sails and the masts were re-
moved. 

John Morrison reconstructed a clas-
sical trireme. In the design of the trireme, 
called «Olympia», he was assisted by John 
Coates, naval architect, who designed 
many technical aspects of the future war-
ship. The «Olympia’s» principal dimen-
sions were: length – 37 m, beam at water-
line – 3 m, beam over top deck – 5 m, light 
displacement – 25 t, full-load displacement 
– 45 t. The ship was rowed by a crew of 170. 

To create the warship, Morrison and 
Coates built an experimental 15-oar sec-
tion in 1985 and then tested to determine 
the row length, arrangement of oarsmen 
seats and displacement of rowers sitting in 
various tiers with respect of the hull. After 
lengthy experiments «Olympia» was laid 
down and launched in 1987. The first trials 
that were made in the Poros Island water 
area yielded the following results: the row-
ing team of 170 worked with intensity of 

38 paddles per minutes which made it pos-
sible to achieve 7 knots. The trireme under 
sail and at fair wind achieved 8.5 knots and 
showed good seaworthiness.

Voyages of the trireme in the Aegean 
Sea were made in 1988 and 1991. A success-
ful reconstruction of Morrison and Coates 
has proved the fact that the triremes made, 
for a long period of time and quite reason-
ably, the basis of the Greek and, later, of the 
Carthaginian and Roman fleets ensuring 
victories and dominance in the world.

Marble bas-relief  
of a Roman cargo ship

A reconstruction project of an ancient trireme 
made by J. Morrison and F. Coates for the 
Navy of Greece. The ship made a number of 
voyages in the Aegean Sea, and the crew  
of 170 oarsmen reached the maximum speed 
in excess of 11 knots
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The Black Sea region was not unin-
volved in this matter. Strabon wrote about 
leather boats which ancient travellers had 
seen in Meothida – the Sea of Azov – and in 
the Sivash Lake: «Though the Sapra – Siv-
ash Lake has, as they say, 4,000 stadia, but 
it makes just the western part of Meothida 
which communicates with it by a wide estu-
ary. The estuary is very marshy and hardly 
navigable for skinned boats as the winds 
blow water away to the sea and shallows 
bare now and then, therefore the marshes 
are impassable for other ships».

More detailed information about the 
skinned ships construction one can get 
from the manuscript «Navigatio Sancti 
Brendani Abbatis» («Saint Brendan the 
Abbot» According to the epic, Irish monks 
crossed the Atlantic in the 6th century 
A.D., almost a thousand years before Co-
lumbus, and discovered the coast of Amer-
ica, The monks considered the new land to 
be the Land of Promise. 

According to the «Navigatio»: «Saint 
Brendan called together fourteen monks of his 
brotherhood and told them that he craved to 
visit the Land of Promise. Everybody agreed 
to accompany him at once. Brendan and his 
monks made their pitch at the estuary of a 
small river, at the foot of a mountain which 
became known as the Brendan’s abode. Here 
they built a boat, having covered her wooden 
frame with oxen hides tanned with oak bark, 
and greased all seams with fat so as to make 
them water impregnable. They put up a mast 
in the boat, set up sails, made the rudder and 
loaded into her stores for forty days, spare 
hides and fat to grease them».

Delineation  
of a medieval Celtic ship

A small Celtic boat made of skins
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A model of a Celtic skinned ship. 22 х 10 х 15 cm. 
Author: A. BrizinskiyAnchor made of a stone tied 

around with flexible tree 
branches with a stem. 
The stem additionally enhanced 
the engagement between  
the anchor and soil 

Figurine of a Celtic warrior made of tin 



Seafarers sailed the North Sea and the 
Baltic Sea from ancient times. It is proved 
by petroglyphic drawings occurring in the 
south of Scandinavia depicting primitive 
ships, as well as by the remnants of boats 
and oars found at same places and along 
the coast of the Northern Europe.   

In the beginning of the first millenni-
um a Roman historian Tacitus described in 
details the ships of northern peoples point-
ing out that they were manoeuvrable, fast 
and could accommodate from 30 to 40 per-
sons. «The shape of their ships is peculiar s 
the have bow on both ends so that they can 
beach any time, the oars are not fastened to 
the sides, they can be moved freely and it is 
possible to paddle either side, as required».  

Customarily, the rigorous Scandina-
via experienced a shortage of food which 
caused migration of the population. Norse-
men departed by whole groups of a single 
stem, taking their totems and a belief in 
their Gods. Their exodus was a disaster 
for the lands whereto they came. When 
inhabiting new lands, the Vikings, as 
the tribes of Norwegians, Dutchmen and 
Swedes were called from the third century 
A.D., which meant «prowling, looking for 
booty», put the locals to fire and sword.   

«A ship is a Norseman’s dwelling».
                   Norwegian saying

Drakkar

A wooden board showing a relief of 
the ship which stem and sternpost 
are decorated with firedrakes and 

drakkar from Bayeux tapestry

Contemporary drawing  
of the Vikings’ drakkar
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Modern reconstructions  
of Celtic ships

Cassiterite is a tin stone. It is 
this stone that  
the Celts delivered from 
Cornwall to the south  
of the Pyrenees peninsula 
where it was readily bought 
by Phoenicians and Greek.

A reconstruction project of Brendan’s ship made by Tim Severin 
for a voyage across the Atlantic Ocean following the northern 
route: Ireland – Iceland – Greenland – Canada, 1976-77 

Reconstruction of a big Celtic boat at the 
Sea Festival in a French city of Brest

Scientists do not doubt that Brendan 
himself and his followers as well as other 
Irish monks crossed the North Atlantic and 
reached far North even before the voyages 
of Normans and Vikings. They discovered 
the Faroe Islands, southern coast of Green-
land and the Orkney and Shetland Islands. 
Possibly they reached as far as the Baffin 
Island. 

An English scientist Tim Severin has 
studied the «Navigatio» and other ethno-
graphic, literary and archaeological sources. 
In 1975, together with the ship designer Co-
lin Mewdy he designed and built a skinned 
boat tat was christened «Brendan». The 
basic design of the boat was founded on 
the drawings and details of an Irish currach 
which four-oar version was up to 6.5 m long. 
When developing the design, Colin Mewdy 
aimed at making the boat hull light so that 
she can take a sufficient quantity of stores 
and that a crew of 4-5 seamen can handle 
the boat in distant sea voyages both under 
sail and under oars as well as when putting 
ashore. 

 The overall design length of the boat 
was 12 m and the beam – 2.5 m. The design 
weight of the hull was 1,080 kg. The sails 
area comprised 19 sq.m.  As there were no 
prototypes available, Tim Severing and Co-
lin Mewdy had to perform a meticulous ex-
perimental work.    

In accordance with the epos, Tim Sev-
erin developed the route that connected 
Ireland and Canada across the Atlantic. 
The voyage has been contemplated to be 
completed in two seasons – 1976 and 1977. 
The skinned boat withstood a many-day 
voyage in the cold Atlantic waters and met 
with ice that, fortunately, did not damage 
her hull.

 Amazing is the speed at which the 
«Brendan» crossed the Atlantic. In Bren-
dan’s time the voyage took many years. 
The monks’ expedition took seven years, 
and the skinned boat of Tim Severin com-
pleted the voyage in two seasons only, 
having corroborated a possibility to make 
transatlantic voyages in the 6th century 
notwithstanding that it was done not ny a 
strong wooden ship but by a frail skinned 
boat.   
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So it happened in Iceland, on the Orkney 
and Faroe Islands and on the coasts of Ire-
land and Scotland.

 Upon expiration of several centuries 
the Vikings became a terror of Europe, they 
were called the scourge of Europe. France 
suffered particularly from the invasions of 
sea-rovers. Attacked are the towns on the 
Rhine, the Elbe, the Vistula. About the year 
869 their ships penetrate the Mediterra-
nean. The towns of Spain, Italy and Greece 
were ravaged. In 1130 the Pope crowned 
Robert the Second a King of Sicily.

In the north of France the Normans 
set the Duchy of Normandy, and in 1066 
William the Conqueror invades the British 
Isles coming there with 1,400 ships. After 
his victory over the Anglo-Saxon king Har-
old William becomes a king of England. Vi-
kings move further northward. In 980 Eric 
the Red discovers Greenland for the second 
time after the Irish monks, and founded a 
settlement there. In 1000 Leif the Happy, 
a son of Eric, reaches American coast – it 
was the Labrador Peninsula, as the scien-
tists consider. Here vast lands suitable for 
cultivation were found. The Vikings called 
these parts the Country of Vinland, as their 
sagas tell, which means «rich land». The Vi-
kings’ expansion was made on ships which 
the sea history calls «drakkar».

Until the middle of the 19th century 
the ships of the Vikings were known due 
to descriptions of Tacitus, Arabian travel-
ler Ahmed ibn Fadlan as well as from the 
image on the Queen Matilda’s Gobelin 
tapestry which depicts a preparation and 
campaign of the William the Conqueror in 
England. 

A wooden board depicting a whole 
flotilla of drakkars preparing  
for an expedition

Opened well-preserved drakkar 
 from Oseberg demonstrated  
in the Vikings’ Sea Museum of Oslo
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A model of the Vikings’ drakkar. 75 х 45 х 35 cm. 
Author: I. Melnik

Wooden four-fluke anchor 
incorporating stone weights 
in the lower part of the anchor 



Prior to the era of great geographic 
discoveries of the 15th century Europe-
ans knew nothing about a history of Asi-
atic shipbuilders. However, after they had 
conquered first the Indian and, later, the 
Pacific Oceans, it turned out that the navi-
gators of the far seas were no less proficient 
in their business, and that their ships, that 
were built thousand miles from Europe, 
were not unmatched to European ships. 
On the contrary, they surpassed them by 
the cargo carrying capacity and rigging. 

As early as in the beginning of the New 
Era, a ship type generically called a junk 
was singled out of the total mass of vessels 
of the Malay Archipelago. They were pe-
culiar of a small draft, high stern and bow 
superstructures and an exceedingly wide 
beam coupled with a flat bottom, which 
made it possible to enter small rivers and 
go upstream. The rigging was a particular 
one. The masts, which could be from one to 
five, carried trapezoidal sails that included 
several horizontal members called «bat-
tens». Such sail was spread by the lower 
and the top sailyards which, same as hori-
zontal battens, were directly linked with 
the mast. This link was achieved by spe-
cially made wooden and metal rings which 
could promptly slide along the entire mast 

«Heavenly wind had sunk 4,000 
ships and caused destruction to 
1,000,000 of Mongol  warriors and 
seamen».

   Chronicles of the 13th century

Chinese Junks

Medieval Chinese junks on cloth,  
print and paper
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Manual indicator of the cardinal 
points and a helm of the Vikings’ 
drakkar in the museum and at 
reconstruction

Some time later carved wooden boards 
have been found that depict the Viking 
ships of the 13th century. In 1862 the dig-
gings in Schleswig bogs revealed a Viking 
boat for the first time. It turned to be ex-
actly the same as Tacitus described it. The 
bow and the stern were the same which al-
lowed of rowing either side without a need 
to turn around. The planking was done in 
overlap.

In 1880 in Gokstad (southern Norway) 
the archaeologists dug out the hill and 
found there two drakkars – they are also 
called «dragons» – that were more modern 
than the boat discovered in Schleswig. The 
bow of these ships was decorated with the 
dragon’s head. Drakkars were about 20 – 
30 m long with 4 to 5 m beam in the middle. 
Their displacement was up to 30 t. They 
differed from the Norsemen’s ships of the 
Tacitus time by three main features. First, 
besides oars the drakkars had a mast and a 
sailyard that carried a big square sail. Sec-
ond, the keels of these ships were fully de-
veloped which added greater stability, and 
third, the sides turned to be made of flex-
ible planks linked to the frames by means 
of pins and leather belts, which made the 
ships elastic and able to withstand high 
ocean waves.

Another still more valuable find was 
made in 1903 at the coast nearby Oslo, the 
capital of Norway. These findings drew at-
tention of shipbuilders. In 1893 thirteen 
Norwegians reconstructed the drakkar for 
the first time and sailed from Europe to 
America. The crew of the drakkar named 
«Big Snake» comprised 60 persons who 
steered the ship changing watches and row-
ing 16 pairs of oars. At fair winds a striped 
square sail of about 70 sq.m. area was set on 
the 13 m high mast. A voyage from Norway 
to America lasted 40 days. Despite a foul 
weather, the drakkar moved under sail at 
a speed up to 10 knots and safely reached 

Chicago where it became an exhibit of the 
World Trade Exhibition. 

In the 50s of the 20th century an inter-
national team of Norwegians, Swedes and 
Dutchmen built a drakkar named «Otto 
Friske». This ship performed daring voy-
ages in the Baltic and North Seas to the 
coasts of Iceland and the Faroe Islands. A 
tragic loss of this ship is wrapped in mys-
tery. Some specialists assume that the ship 
together with all crew of 50 perished hav-
ing come under fire within the navy exer-
cises zone. 

Afterwards, in many places of Europe 
the Viking ships were reconstructed many 
a time and they always attracted enthusi-
asts of sea history with their astonishing 
shape and seaworthiness.  
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One of the numerous reconstructions  
of the Vikings’ ship «Glendalough» made 

by a group of enthusiasts at the Vikings Sea 
Museum of Roskjeld in 2007 



length. A simple yet surprisingly reliable 
construction made it possible to trim sails 
directly from the deck. 

  Similar sails with a semi-rigid link 
between the mast and the sail allowed of 
easily turning the sail around the mast axis 
and quickly change the ship’s direction. 
Sometimes, in multiple mast junks, two or 
three masts were displaced with respect 
of the centreplane towards the port side 
while the big sails were on the starboard. 
Such a shift permitted to balance the ship 
proceeding under sails. Much earlier than 
in Europe, the junks were divided with wa-
tertight bulkheads. 

Soon a skill to build well-set ships 
spread from the coats of the Malay Ar-
chipelago to China and, further, to Korea 
and Japan. This is how a European sailor 
described junks three hundred years ago: 
«These junks are much larger than our 
ships and do not look like them. The shape 
of the bow and stern are the same and both 
are provided with rudders, the sails are 
made of reeds, these ships have larger ton-
nage and are more reliable in navigation, 
the side superstructures on the bow and 
stern are high, so the whole ship looks like 
a camel». The most interesting periods in 
the junks’ history are those of the Great 
Mongol Conquests. The first one refers to 
the epoch of the emperor Kublai Khan con-
quests, and the second – to the campaigns 
of the admiral Zheng He when by will of 
a single man thousands of ships («junks») 
sailed to seas and oceans with tens of thou-
sands warriors on board. 

Marco Polo tells that 1,500 ships were 
built in 1279 for an expedition against Ja-
pan and another 3,000 ships in 1281. This 
huge fleet was launched at the wharves of 
China and Korea, 

A stern of the reconstructed junk  
«Dai Ki» which sailed following  
the routes of admiral Zheng He

For thousands of years rice was the 
main cargo carried by junks
For thousands of years rice was the For thousands of years rice was the 
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A model of a Chinese junk. 85 х 25 х 80 cm.  
Author: I. Melnik

Wooden two-fluke anchor with a stone 
weight in the lower part of the anchor
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A history of such ships as the ladya 
throws back to the time when the Vikings 
expanded to Eastern Europe. The Vikings 
had at their disposal an excellent sea-going 
ship – drakkar – which could well with-
stand any adversities of sea elements. This 
ship was big and sufficiently spacious, so 
she had big dimensions and, consequently, 
greater draft. Having entered the Eastern 
European river estuaries, the Vikings quite 
soon faced a problem of shoals and shallow 
water which were unpassable for their big 
ships. When the Vikings came to Rus’ (here 
they were called «the Varangians»), they 
found here a great number of river ships 
distinct both by tonnage and by shapes. 
These were dugout canoes, schitiks and na-
sadas – all of them based around a dugout 
trunk of a tree. On the river spaces of the 
Kievan Rus’ the shipbuilding practices of 
the Northern and Eastern Europe joined 
together and yielded for the sea history a 
new type of a ship capable of successfully 
sailing both by sea and by river. 

As of the time when they have ap-
peared, ladyas were mentioned in chron-
icles along with ships. There existed sev-
eral types of the ladya. Those ladyas on 
which Eastern Slavs waged their expedi-
tions down the rivers aiming for the Black 

«Both by land and by sea».
      Chronicle of Polar coast  

dwellers’ ladyas 

Ladyas

Sword, shield and a frightening symbol 
of the dragon which decorated the 
Russian ladyas’ stems and was an 

inherent part of Russian warriors’ life

Ladya warriors were coming  
to Constantinople to lay their hands  

on Byzantine coins
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Pillar junk taken from a photo dated  
 by the beginning of the 20th century  
and the building timber owing to which  
the junks got their name

Modern Chinese junks used  
for advertising  

and tourist purposes

In the 14th and 17th centuries the Chi-
nese also built large navy fleets to invade 
southern countries and India. Thus, admi-
ral Zheng He combated Indonesia with the 
fleet consisting of the junks carrying 28,000 
seamen and soldiers on board. Big junks of 
the Zheng He’s fleet were able to carry up 
to 800 t of cargo. Their length reached 60 
m and the beam – 15 m. The junks had 4 
decks.  From 1405 to 1433 the fleets under 
Zheng He’s command plied western seas 
seven times having visited, more precisely 
conquered, dozens of small and large coun-
tries. Zheng He’s junks moored at Nikobar 
Islands and the Maldives and called at the 
harbours of the Persian Gulf (Hormuz), 
the Red Sea (Jidda, Aden), Somalia (Mog-
adishu) and Kenia (Malindi). The most 
southward point the squadron reached was 
Timor Island situated just 600 km from the 
coasts of Australia.    

Their reconstruction is not too com-
plex. Traditional junks are being built in 
the Southeastern countries until now. Two 
reconstructions are worth mentioning. In 
1947, in Hong Kong, under the directions 
of Carl Krage a junk «Dai Ki» («Great 
Cosmos») was built. 

The hull was made according to an-
cient technologies and the sail was sewn 
out of rattan mats. The area of the sail was 
160 sq.m.  After 3 months and 3 weeks of 
sailing, the «Dai Ki», which sailed from 
Hong Kong in the most inappropriate pe-
riod of typhoons, has successfully covered 
3,000 miles.  Still, sea elements and the 
timber worms brought the junk to such a 
condition that the brave seafarers had to 
terminate their voyage. 

A construction of the junk that repli-
cated the Zheng He’s navy ships might be 
considered a more successful experiment. 
This reconstruction was made by a team of 
enthusiasts from the sea port of Marseilles. 
The ship has been built for three years. 
Courageous seafarers sailed this junk for 
many months aspiring to equal Marco Po-
lo’s voyage to Hormuz and, then, further to 
the Red Sea, via the Suez Canal and into 
the Mediterranean to the shore of the na-
tive Marseilles. The three-mast sailing ship 
is 30 m long and 6 m wide, has a tonnage of 
160 t and is capable of sailing under most 
rigorous weather.   
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 and Caspian Seas were built of the trunks 
of big trees by way of dugout and burnout. 
The proximities of these ladyas were made 
pointed and there was no deck. Should it 
were necessary to carry cargo, or during 
warfare, the sides of such big ladyas were 
heightened with boards. Such ladyas were 
called «heightened». Slavs’ ladyas reached 
twenty meters in length and their beam 
was to three metres. Ladya was steered 
with the aid of a single oar arranged on 
the side in the stern. Sometimes a sail was 
used. «Heightened» ladyas were peculiar 
of a small draft that allowed of passing rap-
ids. For carrying ladyas by land, these ships 
were provided with the rolls and wheels. 
A preserved picture of the 11th century 
shows a ladya which moves on wheels with 
the set sail. Really, by land and by sea! A 
merchant and traveller of the mid-15th 
century Afanasiy Nikitin used two such 
ladyas based around a 100-year old oak 
when sailing down the Volga from Tver to 
the Caspian Sea wherefrom he travelled 
to India, Africa and Arabia which travels 
were reflected in a wonderful geographic 
works «Travel beyond three seas». Kievan 
princes used ladyas to make their unprec-
edented expeditions to the walls of Byz-
antine Constantinople. The ways from the 
Baltic to the Black Sea were called by the 
historians of the sea as the way «from the 
Varangians to the Greeks». 

«Both by land and by sea».  
The fresco illustrates how the ladya 
seamen used the wind force to move 
their boat not only by sea but also  
by land

Kinsmen built their boats with axes  
and forged nails
Kinsmen built their boats with axes 
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A model of a ladya of the Kievan Rus’. 52 х 30 х 40 cm. 
Author: I. Melnik

Anchors made of stones 
having a man-made 
groove for tying a rope 



Long before the Byzantine and, later, 
Portuguese ships appeared, the Indian 
Ocean was plied by plain, at first glance, 
ships that were generically called «dhows». 
This name includes a great number of ship’s 
types that differ by their hull shape but 
have the same rigging.  

It can be considered that the first-born 
in the dhow family was patamar built in In-
dia, near Bombay. It is supposed that as ear-
ly as in the 1st millennium B.C. such ships 
delivered spices, gold and precious stones 
from the ports of India to the Mesopotamia 
and the Red Sea area. Ancient Indian navi-
gators also sailed to the Indochina coun-
tries, Malacca and Indonesia. It is widely 
thought that patamars were the first ships 
with a keel in the human history. The shape 
of the hull of such ships wins general admi-
ration even nowadays. The keel line looks 
as if curled in the bow and stern making 
two fins coming vertically in water. 

The beginning of a new era is connect-
ed with the development of navigation and 
shipbuilding among Arab sailors living at 
the coasts of the Red Sea and the Persian 
Gulf. While in the first centuries of our 
era the ships ventured to make deep-water 
voyages to the coasts of Arabia, East Africa 

«And I saw a big,
high and marvellous ship,
and I liked her and bought her». 
    Fairytale of Sindbad the Sailor

Arab Dhows
A picturesque painting of a medieval 

Arab ship reminding the legends about 
Sindbad the Sailor

Delineation of Arab dhows  
on earthenware vessels
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Delineation of a fresco depicting  
a start  of the Count Igor’s expedition 
to Constantinople

It is not only the loot that Russian warriors brought back to Kievan Rus, 
the adoption  of the Christian faith was their main fortune

Reconstructions the «common» ladya 

Reconstructions the «foreign-
going» ladya  «St. Nicolaus» 

made by the club «Polar 
Odyssey», Petrozavodsk                         

From the 13th century northern ladyas 
are being built according to the other tech-
nology as compared to the eastern ladyas. 
It was due to a development of the White 
Sea coasts by the Pomors. Initially, Pomors 
built two types of ladyas: the «foreign-go-
ing» (merchant-type) which were used to 
sail far to the Baltic and North Seas, and 
the «common» intended to sail within the 
White Sea. Both ship types were flat-bot-
tomed but they differed in dimensions and 
hull lines, as well as by rigging. «Common» 
ladyas were built from a whole tree trunk 
with hightened sides, same as the eastern 
boats, the only difference being in that they 
have continuous deck that did not allow 
water to penetrate inside the ladya. Ladyas 
could come close to non-explored coasts as 
they had small draft.  When navigating in 
ice, they did not require special havens to 
shelter from the storm or to winter there.   

If weather deteriorated, Pomors 
dragged out their ladyas on ice or on shore. 
«Foreign-going» ladyas of the 13th-15th 
century were to 25 m long and had a beam 
of 8 m. Their draft was considerable and 
they can carry to 200 t of cargo. Such ladya 
had three masts, the middle one length be-
ing equal to the length of the ship. 

A group of researches belonging to 
the club «Polar Odyssey» in Petrozavodsk 
headed by Viktor Dmitriyev and Vladi-
mir Naymov dealt with reconstructions of 
various ladyas. During several years the 
club reconstructed the «common» ladyas 
«Grumant», «Vera», «Nadezhda» and «Ly-
ubov». In 1989, after two years of training 
in the White Sea, the «Grumant» made a 
3,000 miles voyage across four Polar Seas 
- the White Sea, The Barents Sea, the Nor-
wegian Sea and the Greenland Sea – to the 
Spitsbergen Archipelago. In the ensuing 
years the ladyas «Vera», «Nadezhda» and 
«Lyubov» sailed from «the Varangians to 
the Greeks» along the rivers of Russia and 
Ukraine, and entered the Black Sea and 
afterwards, the Mediterranean Sea. The 
ladya fleet of the Petrozavodsk club has il-
lustrated an extraordinary ability of ladyas 
to navigate both in northern and southern 
seas, and pass shallows and narrows of the 
European rivers as it had been done by out 
ancestors a thousand years back. 

It is not only the loot that Russian warriors brought back to Kievan Rus, 
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and India, then, beginning from the 4th cen-
tury, the trade with the countries of the In-
dian Ocean is captured by Arab merchants.  
They ousted Indians and Chinese from the 
sea routes. Using Ceylon as an intermedi-
ate point, Arab ships export silk and chi-
naware from China, spices from Malacca 
Peninsula, pearls and jewellery from India. 
All these goods were exchanged for gold 
and slaves from Eastern Africa and metal, 
cattle, firs and timber from Europe. In the 
middle of the 8th century Arabs conquered 
Zanzibar and commenced their onslaught 
southwards which lasted for about three 
centuries. Researchers consider that as ear-
ly as in the 11th century Arab sailors knew 
how to round Africa from the south. They 
turned round the South Africa before Eu-
ropean discoveries which were commenced 
by the expeditions launched by Henry the 
Navigator. 

With the course of time the construc-
tion of the dhow hull was changed and as 
of now the dhow types are: baghlah, sam-
buq and zaruq. Baghlahs were speedy and 
possessed excellent sea-going qualities. 
Maybe, that is why the have been called 
«sea mules» – that is the exact translation 
of the Arabian word «baghlal» – they were 
obedient and indispensable workers. Me-
dieval dhows were built of teak wood. The 
keel carried frames and fore and aft stems. 
Hulls were flush-laid. Hulls were flush-laid. 

An illustration from a medieval Arab 
book showing several big and  
a small Arab ships

Eastern spices and vegetable 
herbs always brought great 
profits to dhow owners
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A model of an Arab dhow. 105 х 45 х 95 cm. 
An exhibit of the Sea Museum of Odessa

Anchor with a stone weight 
in its upper part

A model of an Arab dhow.  80х25х70.  
Author: I. Melnik



One-log vessels achieved the greatest 
dimensions on the islands of Pacific and 
New Zealand, since during spreading over 
the multiple islands of surrounding Europe 
seas as well as during settlement of a man 
on thousand islands of The Pacific Ocean 
the simplest floating craft played a great 
role. 

The sailings of ancient Polynesians 
were so daring that some scientists even 
have doubts whether they ever took place. 
In order to somehow explain spreading of 
Polynesians over the islands which were 
at the distances of hundreds and even 
thousands of miles from each other there 
appeared legends about inhabited lands 
amidst the Pacific Ocean, as though from 
time immemorial (Pacifeda, Muh etc). But 
the legend remained a legend, but the Poly-
nesians are considered as glorious prime 
discoverers and unrivalled seafarers. On 
their swift lodyas they discovered all the 
big and small islands in a great triangle be-
tween New Zealand, Havaiis and the island 
of Easter. It was taking place starting from 
the end of the first millennium B.C. 

The Polynesians are the only people 
in the world who adapted one-log-vessel 
for a long ocean sailing. It was achieved  

The boat was so large that sailors 
bailing out      the water  could not 
reach with their scoops 
even the slots in the board. 
 The legend about double 

boat – catamaran «Kahua» 

The balance vessels  
and catamarans 

Engravings of the balanced ships and 
catamarans made during  
Abel Tasman expeditions  

in the Indian Ocean
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Arabian astrolabes led the Indian 
Ocean seafarers to precious furniture, 
silks and gold jewelry

The elements of framing and plating 
were stitched with cables woven of coco-
nut fibre and wooden nails. The submerged 
part of the hull was impregnated with a 
special plant-based mixture made of fat and 
lime to prevent destruction of the hull by 
sea worms. The service life of such impreg-
nated ship lasted to one hundred years. It 
is hardly surprising that the recipes of such 
mixtures were kept in deep secret and were 
transferred by shipbuilders from father to 
son for generations.  

The baghalh had a continuous deck to 
protect cargo. The bow was elongated ex-
tensively and ended with a bowsprit made 
of a thick wooden bar. The high transom 
stern housed spaces for the skipper, the 
helmsman and passengers. The displace-
ment of these ships was 300 t on the aver-
age. The ships had two masts that carried 
triangular sails. Though this rigging type 
is widely spread all over the world and is 
called lateen rigging, it is the Arabs who in-
vented it. The dhoni was the biggest ship of 
the dhow family. The British traveller Tim 
Severin studied and analysed sea routes of 
Arab navigators. Both he and other histo-
rians believe that along with the famous 
«Silk Way» by land from China to West 
Asia the Arabs blazed a «silk way» by sea 
from the Persian Gulf to the South China 
limits.

Sailings down the ocean «silk way» 
were reflected in the Arab fairytales «The 
Arabian Nights» which component make 
fairytales about seven voyages of Sindbad 
the Sailor. Tim Severin has made a geo-
graphic analysis of Sindbad’s travels from 
the coast of Arabia to India and further – to 
Ceylon, Sumatra and Malaysia. The route 
was to be terminated at the port of Guang-
zhou in the Xi Jiang River where silk from 
other regions of China could flow in.

Having studied early manuscripts, the 
traveller began to build a dhow of baghlah 
type which was named «Sokhar». This 

name was not accidental: she was named 
after the once lively old Arabian port on 
the Arabian Peninsula where medieval 
merchants hired marine carpenters. 

Massive logs of teak and bamboo 
were delivered from India to a wharf of 
the Oman port of Sur. A thirty-metre 
170 t cargo capacity sailboat was built by 
Oman craftsmen and crewmembers in a 
record short time. In November 1982 the 
«Sokhar» sailed on her voyage and success-
fully passed a ll trials, having shown excel-
lent seaworthiness and speed. The voyage 
to China coasts has taken seven months, 
and the reconstructed dhow has con firmed 
a practical possibility of the «silk way» by 
sea and a rather fast delivery of cargo from 
the Near to the Far East.

Contemporary dhows sailing in the 
Indian Ocean.    The Arab dhow 
«Sokhar» reconstructed by Tim 
Severin who sailed on board the 

reconstructed ship from Yemen to 
China following  the sea «Silk Way» 

Arabian astrolabes led the Indian 
Ocean seafarers to precious furniture, 
silks and gold jewelry
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with the help of a bob-counterbalance and 
when constructing two-hull-boats – cata-
marans.

Probably it took place at the very ear-
ly stages of the Polynesian history. There, 
where there were woods, small boats were 
hollowed (chiselled) with basaltic adz-
es from a tree trunk and they were con-
structed in every family; as for big boats 
the hollowed trunks served as a base onto 
which then the raised up sides were in-
stalled. The sides were made of planks, 
which were drilled and fixed with the help 
of a cord made of fiber of cocoa palm tree. 
There, where there was not enough wood 
the boats were made not large, but still it 
was one-log vessel provided with a bob. 
Rough chiselling and hollowing of the log 
for a future vessel was carried out with 
adzes on the spot, after taking careful mea-
surements and marking. The fine finishing 
work on the vessel being constructed was 
carried out in a sheltered place. Every man 
or master had his own set of tools consist-
ing of carefully polished axes, adzes, chisels 
and drills made of basalt and shells. 

with the help of a bob-counterbalance and 
when constructing two-hull-boats – cata-
marans.

Polynesian chart made of shells and 
twigs. The shells designated islands and 
atolls, and twigs – current directions. 
Polynesian charts were made not to scale

Carved decorations of the stems  
of the Maori war ships
Carved decorations of the stems 
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A model of catamaran of the Pacific Ocean.  
35 х 30 х 35 cm. 
Author of the models: I.Melnik

Trimaran of the Pacific Ocean. 45х35х60. Model made by I. Melnik 

Anchor made of a stone 
braided with wickers
 for convenient heaving 
and casting

Trimaran of the Pacific Ocean. 45х35х60. Model made by I. Melnik 

Anchor made of a stone 
braided with wickers
 for convenient heaving 

A model of a balanced ship. 32 х 18 х 35 см.



The epoch of sea-going voyages have 
coincided with the period when the Man 
was mastering bronze. At that time sea 
routes have already been laid between Eu-
rope, Asia and Africa. Cave paintings dis-
covered on the Canary Islands refer to the 
end of the 3rd and the beginning of the 2nd 
millennia B.C. Consequently, people in-
habited these islands going from the con-
tinent a thousand years earlier than the 
Phoenicians, and three thousand years ear-
lier than the Portuguese who consider our-
selves to be their pathfinders.  

However, are the Canary Islands 
unique in that respect? When the Euro-
peans began to systematically study the 
Pacific Ocean they discovered a multitude 
of small mountainous islands and low coral 
reefs in its central part, thousand miles afar 
from the continents. Many of these were 
inhabited by the Polynesians from the time 
immemorial. But not just by them. On 
some islands the Europeans found light-
skinned bearded people who had mastered 
agriculture. The whole families were dis-
tinct of a exclusive light complexion, light 
hair varying from gingery to fair, bluish-
grey eyes and the hooked noses of almost 
Semitic type. 

«Kon-Tiki and his close companions
saved themselves and reached the
 coasts of the Pacific , wherefrom 
they afterwards disappeared, 
having left somewhere to the West, 
beyond the ocean».
«Legend of the sun-god Viracocha»

Balsa Rafts

The raft near Peru coast. The picture at  
the beginning of 18th centure
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Coconut’s bowls

Modern balanced ship of the Pacific 
Ocean and oar

The building a big Polynesian 
catamaran

Modern balanced ships of the 
Pacific Ocean and  
a reconstruction of the legendary 
catamaran the «Kahua»

The hull was polished with cocoa bast-
wisp and sand, then smoothed with stone 
burnishers and painted with brown or black 
paint,  prepared on the base of sap of plants 
mixed with soot and nut oil. The gunwales, 
by which the sides were raised and widened 
as well as the bow were very often decorat-
ed with fine carving and painted.

If the vessel had a bob, there to its side 
was attached with staffs a floating log of 
soft wood. For a double vessel catamaran 
it was necessery to make a basket of similar 
or smaller size. Between the two buskets 
the shipbuilders made wooden platform set 
upon the beams. Every vessel was provided 
with scoops, bails and stone anchor. The 
larger vessels and all the catamarans were 
rigged with masts and sails of network. 
If it was a double vessel, the mast was in-
stalled in the middle of platform. The sail 
looked out as lengthy triangle with a sharp 
end down; one side of it was attached to 
the mast, the other was fixed to the light 
vertical pole. The Polynesian pilots didn’t 
know either compass or charts, although 
they could show on the sand or compose of 
sticks and shells their navigational charts 
oriented upon the position and movement 
of celestial bodies. The best in seaworthi-
ness and greatest in size in the Pacific were 
the catamarans of Society islands. Their 
length was up to 30 metres. In one of such 
boats there were 114 rowers. In 1774 James 
Cook saw a fleet consisting of 160 double 
rowed military boats and 170 small freight 

sailing boats accompanying them. Alto-
gether, according to his estimation there 
were 7760 men. The speed of large vessels 
was up to 8 – 9 knots, and simple one-log 
sailing vessels with favourable wind sailed 
at the speed of 6 – 7 knots. If half of the time 
it was necessary to row the vessel could 
cover 100 miles within 24 hours. During 
the calm they moved rowing. The squad-
ron could cover 2, 500 sea miles within a 
month or 4630 km, at the speed, which sur-
passed the speed of Columbus’ caravels.

One can still see even now the boats 
with a bob and catamarans on the wide 
span of Pacific Ocean. From time to time 
there appear the daring men, who follow-
ing the example of ancient seafarers are not 
afraid to put to open ocean without the 
compass and modern navigation. Again 
and again the contemporary reconstruc-
tions prove extraordinary seaworthiness of 
the Polynesian vessels. 
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Then the Europeans devised a legend 
that the fair-haired people are the descen-
dants of seamen who have been serving 
with the fleets of the kings of Tyra – Hi-
ram, and the king of Israel – Solomon – 
who sent their fleets to the fairyland of 
Ophir, as the biblical story goes. Until now 
Ophir is not attached to any country of 
the Ancient World. At that very time one 
of the Pacific Islands group was named the 
Solomon Islands. However, which side the 
ginger-haired people came to the Pacific 
Ocean islands from? Are they from the 
Asiatic or from the American continents? 
The ginger-haired people told that they 
were direct descendants of the white gods 
of the name of Tangaroa, Kane and Tiki. 

The discoverer of Easter Island, a 
Dutch seafarer Jacob Roggeveen, wrote 
how stricken he was having seen «white» 
people amongst the dark-complexioned in-
habitants of the island. The «whites» con-
sidered themselves to be the descendants 
of the people who had sailed here from 
the East, «the mountainous torrid-earth 
country». How they chanced to reach the 
unnamed islands was a mystery for a long 
time. It was possible to corroborate the 
Asiatic, Australian or American theories 
having made an experimental sea trip only.  

A big raft on the Orinoco River.  
A drawing made by a German scientist 
A. Humboldt 

The balsa raft
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A balsa raft model. 27 х 20 х 34 cm.  
Author: A. Brizinskiy

Stone used as an anchor



The beginning of the second millenni-
um was marked by a growing animosity be-
tween the Christian and Muslim states. At 
first glance it looked like religious discords, 
however, it is well known that the conflict 
was primarily based upon economic rela-
tions between West and East. The rallying 
Arab states sealed the highways used to 
carry spices and other goods from India to 
Europe. Monopolisation of the sales mar-
kets for these goods has led to a military 
expansion of the armies of European states 
to Palestine.    

Moved by the idea to liberate the Holy 
Land from the unbelievers though, in reali-
ty, desiring to enrich themselves and release 
the Arab monopoly in trade with India, the 
European knights went on the Crusade.  
Even a fleeting glance on the geographical 
map makes it clear that the shortest way 
for the army of the Christ to get from the 
Western Europe to Palestine lies across 
the sea. Men-at-arms accompanied with 
numerous followings, armour-bearers and 
simple soldiers reached the Holy Land on 
board formidable ships called nefs.

The chronicle tells that the king of 
France Louis IX, who led the Seventh 
and the Eighth Crusade in 1248 and 

Venetian Nef
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«Nef» is a French word 
meaning a ship

Pictures of big Mediterranean sea ships 
of the XVI century 

A necessary attribute of all 
ocean expeditions: calabashes 
intended for keeping drinking 
water for long periods and big 
shells used as  utensils

A bamboo raft

Easter Island was always lying  
on the road  of raft sailings

A reconstruction of a balsa raft made  
by Thor Heyerdahl for sailing in the ocean. 

The «Kon-Tiki» raft had crossed  the Pacific 
Ocean having opened a new epoch  of ocean 

expeditions on balsa and bamboo rafts   
 

A Norwegian explorer Thor Heyerdahl 
worked at studying the Inca legends where 
he happened to read a narration about a 
legendary god: «At first, the sun-god Vira-
cocha’ name was Kon Tiki…»  Kon-Tiki was 
the high priest of the God of Sun – a king 
of white peopleof the Inca legends, those 
people who had left behind Cyclopean ru-
ins on the banks of Lake Titikaka.  The leg-
ends tell us tat Kon-Tiki was assaulted by 
a chief by name of Kari who came from the 
Kokimbo valley. In a battle on one of the 
Titikaka Lake islands the mysterious white 
people were overpowered but Kon-Tiki 
and his closest companions in arms fled and 
reached the Pacific coast wherefrom they 
left to the West. 

What the ships of the Pacific Ocean 
seafarers look like? Surely, everything de-
pended on the location where they have 
been built. Balsa tree was a suitable mate-
rial for ship construction on the western 
coast of the South America. Thor Hey-
erdahl selected in for construction of the 
ocean-going raft.  He aspired to «link» 
not just America with the Pacific Ocean 
islands, his aim was Polynesia which old-
time stories mention the same God of Tiki 
who came from the sea. 

In 1947 Heyerdahl and his friends 
constructed a raft of balsa logs, similar to 
the rafts the Indians sailed many centuries 
back. Heyerdahl took as the prototype the 
pictures not only of old-time rafts of the 
Incas but also later, well-known Jangada 
rafts that have been being built on the 
Pacific coasts of Ecuador and Peru in the 
19th century. Similar rafts made of balsa 
have been drawn by a German explorer 
A. Humboldt in the Orinoco River in the 
middle of the 19th century.  

The raft built by Heyerdahl sailed from 
the Peruvian port of Callao. The raft was 
made of nine balsa logs tied together with 
hemp ropes. The longest log was placed in 
the raft centre, and shorter logs were ar-
ranged on both sides of the longest one. In 
the stern the logs ends were arranged in a 
line, therefore the bow acquired a point-
ed shape. A wooden boarding was placed 
across the logs to make the deck. A light 
bamboo hut was built on the deck, and a 
double-leg mast was erected which set a 
rectangular sail taut between the bamboo 
sailyards. The raft was constructed with-
out a single metal nail, just as it was in old 
times. An attempt to use a steering oar to 
control the raft turned to be unsuccessful. 
The sailors managed to steer the raft after 
they had applied peculiar centreboards 
that were lowered vertically between the 
logs. 

It sufficed a hundred days for six brave 
seafarers to reach the Polynesian coast. 
The raft was brought there by the equa-
torial current and the Humboldt current, 
as well as by light easterlies.  Thor Heyer-
dahl’s sea voyage was the first one in the 
series of «balsa» and «bamboo» travels
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1270, placed orders for building ships at 
the wharves of Venice and Genoa as he 
needed to deliver the Crusaders to Pal-
estine. These ships were modelled after 
the pattern of the nef called Comtesse de 
l’Hopital.  No detailed drawings of these 
ships have been preserved but even plain 
sketches tell about their dimensions. The 
greatest ship was built in Venice and chris-
tened La Roche – Forte. Her overall length 
exceeded 40 m and the beam equalled 14 m. 
The ship was a double-decker. 

Multiple floor superstructures to 5 m 
high were constructed on the main deck 
in the fore and aft. Stern and bow super-
structures housed two cabins each in the 
first and second tiers topped with a roofed 
platform fenced by the ship sides wherein 
portholes were arranged for conducting 
warfare. In this period bows and sterns of 
the nefs were made alike. Their shapes were 
angular and clumsy. Such ships reminded 
sharp-cornered boxes. Still, with all their 
deficiencies of architecture and structure, 
those nefs could carry to 500 t of cargo, the 
biggest of them were capable of carrying 
1,500 armed men together with their mili-
tary accoutrements plus ten horses.     

The ships of the first Crusades had no 
rudder and were controlled with steering 
oars arranged in special ports on both sides 
of the ship, both in the bow and stern. So, a 
model of the Catalan nef made in the begin-
ning of the XV century and preserved till 
now in the museum of Prince Henry in Rot-
terdam represents a small single-mast nef 
carrying a four-sided sail. The model depicts 
a small nef specifically because the earlier 
nefs, for instance those belonging to Louis 
IX fleet, carried two and even tree masts.         

The mainmast was stationed in the 
middle of the keel and equalled its length 
and the foremast abutted against the bow 
end of the keel and was higher than the 
mainmast. Both masts were topped with 
the crow’s nests for making observations 
and signalling. 

model of the Catalan nef made in the begin-
ning of the XV century and preserved till 
now in the museum of Prince Henry in Rot-
terdam represents a small single-mast nef 
carrying a four-sided sail. The model depicts 
a small nef specifically because the earlier 
nefs, for instance those belonging to Louis 
IX fleet, carried two and even tree masts.         

The mainmast was stationed in the 
middle of the keel and equalled its length 
and the foremast abutted against the bow 
end of the keel and was higher than the 
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Ship carpenter’s tools

Medieval nef

Modest belongings  
of a medieval sailor
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Model of a Venetian nef.  75х20х75. 
Made by I. Melnik

Big four-fluke anchor  
used on galleys



 Venice is considered to be the birth-
place of medieval galleys, and the Roman 
Liburna is her direct «ancestor». Galleys 
existed in the navies of Europe for more 
than thousand years – from the 7th to the 
18th century. The most important feature 
of these rowing ships as compared to the 
other rowing ships was the construction of 
the oarsmen seats and their arrangement 
with respect of the hull. With the fleets 
of the antiquity, on the uniremes, biremes 
and triremes, the oarsmen’s benches were 
located exactly at straight angle to the cen-
treline of the ship. In the medieval galleys 
the rowers’ benches were arranged at an 
angle to the side which allowed of accom-
modating more oarsmen and, consequently, 
to improve the propulsion without increas-
ing the ship’s dimensions and putting up 
multi-tier constructions that deteriorate 
seaworthiness as the freeboard area be-
comes greater. 

On medieval galleys oarsmen sat three 
abreast on one bank and rowed three oars 
each of different length so that they can 
dip in water along one line. It is adequately 
established that the distance between oars 
in Greek triremes equalled 0.9 m. This has 
been proved in the course of archaeologi-
cal diggings in the Greek city of Piraeus.  

«There is nothing more powerful
 and able to emphasize the
 royal majesty as a strong fleet».
                                              Colbert

Medieval Galleys

Medieval pictures of galleys and iron 
shackles which were put on oarsmen  

of the galleys
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Mainmasts of the biggest nefs looked 
more like a tower that housed stairs leading 
upwards to a spacious fortified platform. 
From there arbalesters shoot arrows to en-
emy ships and were able to handle special 
troughs wherefrom they rolled down stone 
balls or earthenware pots filled with flam-
mable mixture.  

Nefs of the Crusade fleet set lateen sails 
on the compound yards. The sail size was 
rather big so that these clumsy giants were 
able to cruise at a speed of up to 5 knots 
provided the winds were fair.

Findings of the divers made in the ar-
eas of medieval shipwrecks prove that an-
chors were rather small, about 100 – 150 
kg. It was so due to the fact that the nefs of 
XIII – XIV centuries had no mechanisms 
to heave up anchors. Crew of the biggest 
nefs might have reached 150 men.   

Ships of the biggest dimensions have 
been called nefs since XIV century. These 
were built both as naval and merchant 
ships. A nef of the sixteenth century had 
nothing to do with a nef of the eleventh or 
twelfth century – these later ships did not 
resemble whatsoever those clumsy “box-
es” that had been built 300 years earlier. 
They became square-sterned and lean-
bowed while the hull acquired additional 
sweep outline. There appeared a bowsprit 
thus enabling to carry additional sails. 
Nefs armed themselves with fire weapons, 
cannons, mortar guns and harqebuses.

By the end of the XVI century the 
largest ships of that class reached already 
1,000 t displacement and became forebears 
of big Genoa carracks and later Spanish 
galleons.     

A nef of the sixteenth century was re-
constructed in France in the 90-ies of the 
last century for a participation in the In-
ternational Festival of the Sea «All ships 
to French coasts» held in Brest. In conclu-
sion it should be noted that in the early 
Middle Ages nefs were the first big sailing 
ships in Europe. Chinese and Japanese 
junks only could compete with them in 
their dimensions, tonnage and rigging.
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Reconstruction  
of a XVII century nef  

Pictures of big naval ships  
of the Middle Ages



The excavated antique wharf revealed to 
scientists the methods to lay down the 
keel and construct ships. Three rowing 
oarsmen on an antique galley occupied 
1.8 m of her length. On medieval galleys 
this distance is no longer than 1.5 m which 
saves about 9 m of length for the 30-bank 
ship. Reduction of length leads to lesser 
weight and, consequently, with the equal 
number of rowers on the antique and me-
dieval galleys the medieval galley could be 
manoeuvred better and gain higher speed.   

If one looks at the galley’s stern he can 
notice that it looks like a butterfly with 
outspread wings. The butterfly’s body is 
the hull of the ship, and the wings – the 
oars raised above water. The crinolines - 
galleries for oarsmen - housed the banks 
with seats – from 26 to 30 on each side. 
There were three men on one bank. The 
number of rowers reached one hundred 
and eighty. In the bow there was a large 
platform crowned with a tower where sol-
diers could hide and prepare for boarding 
the enemy ship. Elongated bow extended 
to the ram which was under water, as dis-
tinct form the antique ships. In the medi-
eval galleys which main battle technique 
was to border, the above-water ram served 
as a bridge connecting two ships, and it did 
not impact seaworthiness and speed. The 
stern superstructure of galleys was lav-
ishly decorated and looked like a pavilion 
where the navigator and officers stayed. 
Two masts carried lateen sails. 

Lepanto battle – the biggest sea battle 
between European and Turkish fleets

Medieval picture of galleyMedieval picture of galley
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A model of a medieval galley. 65 х 30 х 32 cm.  
Author: A. Brizinskiy

Anchor used on galleys



Emergence of a large sea union in the 
North of Europe was connected with fast 
developing port towns on the coasts of the 
Baltic and North Seas in the period from 
the 11th to the 13th centuries. The biggest 
of them – Lubeck, Hamburg, Rostok and 
Wismar – set up a union for a trade with the 
western and north-western parts of Europe. 
The union got the name of Hansa (Han-
seatic League) which in Gothic language 
means «crowd, flock», and it was aimed at 
undermining the monopoly of Cologne for 
trade with England. As Cologne was situ-
ated at some distance from the sea, the suc-
cess of the port towns was predetermined.    

Quite soon the other trade centres, the 
most known among them were Stralsund 
and Danzig on the Baltic Sea, Bremen in 
the North Sea and the towns of Duisburg, 
Wesel, Dortmund, Munster, Osnabruck lo-
cated in the Rein valley and in Westphalia 
province. During the flowering period the 
League joined more than seventy towns and 
its permanent representations were placed 
in all greatest European trading centres: 
Novgorod, Stockholm, London, Lisbon and 
Brugge. Actually, Hansa monopolized the 
trade among the countries of the Western 
and Eastern Europe. Metal articles, glass-
ware, wines, fabrics, artware were exported 

«They waited until high tide
and broke the chain in the middle 
on their high kogg». 
The Hanseatic League Chronicles.
        13th century 

Hanseatic Koggs 

The Hanseatic kogg in the coat  
of arms of Lubeck and delineations 

of the Hanseatic koggs taken  
from medieval coins
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Medieval sea utensils  
of  oarsmen  of the galleys

That is how wine and oil were 
carried by galleys

A fresco depicting St. Nicholas sailing  
on a galley

A reconstruction of the  
galley «La Real» 

 in the Barselona museum

Such mechanical 
calendar was in use 
among  
the Mediterranean 
seafarers

Venice and, later, Genoa, had strong 
fleets of galleys, part of which was dedi-
cated to purely navy tasks, and the other 
part carried cargo. Every year dozens of 
big and small galleys were launched from 
the slips of the Mediterranean wharves. 
Despite wars and piracy, the galley own-
ers prospered. The state rented galleys for 
long periods on the terms advantageous to 
merchants and put them on the permanent 
«galley-lines».  

The navigator’s position was very re-
sponsible. Speaking in modern terms, it can 
be equalled to the master’s position. The 
navigator disposed of the fates of all mem-
bers of the expedition, therefore, such im-
portant positions were filled by the senates 
of sea republics of Venice, Genoa, Amalfi 
and Pisa.

Oarsmen took one third of the galley’s 
crew and they were recruited from free 
men. The main bulk of oarsmen were slaves 
who lived in awful conditions. It was a rare 
occasion if a slave had been living in the 
galleys for more than one year.   

Curiously enough, certain «cripples» 
turned to be lucky. They were set free if 
they had managed to buy a slave instead 
of himself. So, many convicts aspired to 
become invalids. Some of them committed 
mayhem on themselves.   

Following the stride of European 
states, big galley fleets appeared in the Ot-
toman Empire and, later, in Russia. Peter 
the Great requested adept shipbuilders 
from the Venice Senate, and sent young 
people to Europe to study ship construc-
tion and navigation. Fedosey Moiseev-
ich Sklyaev was one of the most talented 
masters who designed a small scampavoya 
galley. Just these small ships became a di-

saster for the Swedes in the Baltic and, 
later, for the Turks in the Black Sea. More 
navigable and speedy, these ships were eas-
ily manoeuvred in skerries and fiords in 
the North and in the limans in the South 
bringing victories to the Russian fleet in 
many a sea battle. Ordinary seamen rowed 
the scampavoyas. Such ships were built on 
many wharves of Russia. 

The authors have developed a project 
to reconstruct the scampavoya galley. The 
principal dimensions of the reconstructed 
ship were: length – 38 m, beam – 7 m, free-
board – 2 m, oarsmen number – 72 and the 
sail area – 150 sq.m. Inner spaces are ready 
for a long voyage. 

That is how wine and oil were 
carried by galleys
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from the Western Europe and timber and 
all kinds of raw materials were exported 
form the Eastern Europe countries. Trade 
with Russia was an inexhaustible wealth 
for Hansa. Firs, hides, leather, wax, hemp, 
fat and honey were delivered to Europe 
through Novgorod. Sweden exported the 
so necessary copper ore, Poland and Lithu-
ania supplied grain, Denmark fed Europe 
with herrings and Norway with codfish.   .

A great quantity of cargo, voyage fre-
quency, foul weather of northern seas and 
wars necessitated a creation of the seawor-
thy ship that would join qualities of the 
merchant vessel and the navy ship. Kogg 
turned to be such ship and she became a 
direct successor of the traditional ships of 
the Vikings – drakkars, knarrs and other 
Norse ships. It is due to koggs that Hansa 
became so wealthy and grand.

For the first time the kogg is men-
tioned in English documents pertaining to 
the 13th century. They tell about koggs of 
Friesland and Wismar that reminded the 
Vikings’ ships by their appearance. A kogg 
was steered with one or two steering oars 
fixed on the side in the stern. The kogg’s 
hull had a small ratio of lengthy to beam 
but at the same time it had high sides. The 
planking was overlapping – the upper 
plank of the board overlapped the lower 
one by one third of its width. 

Salt fish, tar and ropes were one of 
the main cargo in Hanseatic trade
Salt fish, tar and ropes were one of 
the main cargo in Hanseatic trade
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A model of a Hanseatic kogg. 40 х 35 х 42 
cm. Author: I. Melnik

Metal anchor  
with a non-detachable stock 



Spain and Portugal were formed as 
unitary states under conditions of a severe 
opposition between the Christian and Is-
lamic confessions. Spaniards and Portu-
guese liberated the lands captured by the 
Moslems and this event was called Recon-
quest by historians. Military opposition 
lasted for five centuries. By the end of the 
13th century the Reconquest has ended. 
Numerous noblemen were members of the 
religious and knightly orders, and they 
were left idle. Their business was to carry 
on wars and soldiery. Nobility considered 
it offensive to be engaged in any other oc-
cupation, however, there was nobody to 
wage war with, and idleness might have led 
to plots against royalty and feuds which 
could weaken the country. At the same 
time, sea trade, sometimes even piracy, re-
quired battle-ready sea brigades headed by 
brave captains.

As early as in the end of the 13th and 
beginning of the 14th century, under the 
rule of Dinishe I, Portugal invites ship-
builders from Genoa in their employ who 
had to build a battle-worthy fleet consist-
ing of the ships having the best properties 
of the Order of Knights Templars’ nefs and 
the Hansa League’s koggs. That was how 
the caravel was born – a ship that went 

«Caravels are very light and good sailors…
They are comparatively small…». 
                P. Pantero. 
                    «On Portuguese Ships»

Portuguese  
Caravel 
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Medieval pictures of Portuguese caravels 
on a drawing made by  a painter who 

participated in the Vasco da Gama 
expedition, and a panel depicting a big 

three-mast caravel

The keel of the kogg was made of a one 
piece of wood and extended to the steep-
ly ascending stems, both in the bow and 
in the stern. Later, the architecture of the 
kogg had been changed and apart of the su-
perstructure in the middle part of the ship 
there appeared the towering superstruc-
tures in the bow and stern where soldiers 
and arms were placed. A special platform 
on the mast – the so-called «crow’s nest» 
- had been installed for bowmen and arbal-
esters.   

By the 17th century the kogg devel-
oped into a big three-mast ship which be-
came one of the prototypes of large trans-
atlantic galleons.  

In 1962, at the bank of the Weser Riv-
er near Bremen, the hydrotechnical works 
revealed a partially preserved Hanseatic 
kogg. It was not possible to extract the ship 
as a whole piece as individual parts of the 
framing were destroyed. A long and metic-
ulous work of archaeologists was necessary 
to excavate more than 2,000 parts out of 
mud and preserve them. The kogg carried 
no cargo, however various tools and a bar-
rel containing tar were found. Evidently, 
the building process was not completed 
due to some reason. Radiocarbon analysis 
indicated that the wood of the kogg was 
cut in 1378 - 1380.

The exterior of the kogg of Bremen co-
incides in all details with the known me-
dieval pictures. She was 23.5 m long, 7 m 
wide and had a displacement of about 130 
t. The keel and stems were made of a strong 
wooden beam. Five beams supported a 
continuous top deck. The sides were up to 
50 mm thick and the masts were from 12 
to 14 m high. A superstructure was in the 
stern. As the ship was not completed, a part 
of rigging was missing as well as the rud-
der, but the sternpost mounted braces to 
accommodate the rudder. Historians and 
archaeologists believe that the kogg was 
being built in the end of the 14th century. 

By now this kogg has been restored and is 
kept at special premises of the sea museum 
of Bremerhaven.

 In the end of the 80s the municipali-
ties of Bremen and Bremerhaven decided 
to reconstruct a copy of the restored kogg 
that had been found in the Weser. The 
project was designed in the sea museum 
of Bremerhaven. All dimensions of the re-
constructed ship and her architecture were 
sized and preserved those of the kogg. The 
ship made numerous voyages in the North 
Sea having participated in the greatest sea 
festivals. On board ship there is a museum 
telling of the history of shipbuilding in the 
Hanseatic League. 

A medieval calendar

A reconstruction of a Weser River 
kogg made by a Sea Museum  

of Bremerhafen
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Excavation of a Hanseatic 
kogg in Weser, Germany 



down in history as the pioneer of new un-
explored lands. It is the caravels that man-
aged to sail round the African continent 
having opened the route to India, it is due 
to these very ships that another unknown 
continent of America was discovered. 
Small but seaworthy caravels were in all 
Portuguese and Spanish expeditions of the 
Great Geographic Discoveries Era. 

How did the caravel look like? It was 
a rounded strong hull carvel-planked on a 
rigid longitudinal and transverse framing.  
A formidable keel was made of a single log 
and it gradually extended to a vertically 
rising stem and a sternpost. The ship had 
one deck. In the bow and stern there were 
superstructures where the master and of-
ficers lived. The crew stayed in the hold. 
The rudder was mounted on the sternpost. 
The rigging consisted of three masts: the 
foremast, the mainmast and the mizen-
mast which carried a lateen sail. Setting 
up a mizenmast allowed of reducing wa-
ter pressure on the rudder that originates 
from the foremast sail. With such rigging a 
ship becomes better manoeuvrable. As the 
fore and aft sails were small, the main sail 
was the mainsail of the mainmast. The top 
masts carried big platforms called round-
tops that were intended for stationing bow-
men and arbalesters and, later, for riflemen. 
As compared to nefs, the rigging parts have 
been also improved which helped to con-
trol the caravel. 

A picture «Parting of 
Columbus», depicting a 
take-leave of Christopher 
Columbus with the Rabida 
monastery monks before 
the sailing  
to the New World

The oldest European globe,  
made by Martin Behaim
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A model of a Portuguese caravel. 22 х 8 х 28 cm. 
Author: V. Makarov

Two-fluke metal anchor  
with a non-detachable wooden stock 



The advent on the maritime sea routes 
of the inconspicuous at first glance ships 
that were generically called polacres is in-
extricable intertwined with a non-ceasing 
for centuries struggle between the Chris-
tian and Muslim states. Long wars have, 
practically, completely undermined trade 
relations between West and East. It was 
particularly strongly perceived after the 
Ottoman Turks have conquered a greater 
part of the Byzantine Empire. The end of 
the 14th and the beginning of the 15th 
century became especially baffling. The 
country was virtually lost its lands in the 
Balkan Peninsula and many islands of the 
Aegean Sea have been passed to the Otto-
man Turks. 

In April 1453 the Turkish Sultan Mo-
hammed the Second laid siege of Constan-
tinople and, on expiration of two months 
of siege and assault, took it by storm. By 
1461 the remaining part of Byzantine had 
been conquered. The Turks established the 
sword-law in Greece taking huge taxes 
from peasants and craftsmen. However, the 
Greek nobility has partially preserved its 
property and privileges. Many noblemen 
got certain positions in the Turkish admin-
istrations and central authorities. Why is 
it necessary to talk about these historical 

«Let’s join the times and nations».
       The motto of an expedition on board
        the polacre museum «Odessa»

Mediterranean  
Polacres

The figurehead of the 
reconstructed polacre 

«Odessa»

Ship’s utensils
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In the 15th century the caravels got 
much better. Shipbuilders commenced to 
make composite masts which carried not 
just one sail, as before, but several sails. It 
is these ships that made it possible for Co-
lumbus, Dias and Vasco da Gama to per-
form their epoch-making cruises. This se-
ries of sailings was crowned by a three-year 
circumnavigation of the Magellan’s five 
caravels.  The first circumnavigation of the 
globe took place on 1519-1522.

 Caravels were reconstructed repeat-
edly in a number of European states. In 
1986-1987 one of the caravels of the Di-
as’s expedition was reconstructed in com-
memoration of the feat made by audacious 
Portuguese who repeated the sailing of 
their ancestors and reached the Cape of 
Good Hope. Still more gorgeous was the 
celebration of the 500-years anniversary 
of the discovery of America. A whole flo-
tilla was built to cross the ocean. All three 
ships – «La Santa María», «La Niía and 
«La Pinta» – have been reconstructed. 
Having taken part in the Genoese festival 
«Columbus-500», the ships commenced 
their maiden voyage, sailed first to Cadiz 
wherefrom they held a course to America 
and crossed the Atlantic. The fair weather 
allowed the modern replicas to cover the 
Columbian route even faster than the dis-
coverer himself.  It should be noted the leg-
endary caravels were reconstructed nowa-
days many times. There are eight «La Santa 
María» ships in the world only. However, 
which of these replicas is the closest to the 
original we, regrettable, may never know. 
Robust reconstruction was made by a Sea 

Museum of Lisbon. The replica was named 
«La Santa Cruz». The caravel sailed in the 
Atlantic time and again. By now several 
European States wish to reconstruct the 
Magellan’s flotilla with a view of repeating 
his sailing round the world by the 500-year 
anniversary which is to be celebrated in 
2019-2022.

Cocoa, tobacco, potatoes and maize – these are 
but few of the list of products and plants which 
the Europeans became familiar with due to the 
discovery  of the New World

Scarce belongings  
of the medieval ship master

Contemporary reconstructions  
of caravels. On the left: a big caravel  
that was intended to repeat the Bartholomew  
Dias’s  expedition to the Cape  of Good Hope; 
on the right: the caravel «Santa Cruz» which 
made a number of sailings in the Atlantic
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events? Why, just in this period Greece 
played the most important trading and 
mediatory role in the many-years of con-
flict between the West and the East. Well-
off segments of Greek population, mainly 
in the Aegean Sea islands and along the 
coasts, have invested their capitals in sea-
faring and intermediate trade between the 
European states and the countries of the 
East. 

Shipbuilding was particularly rapidly 
developing. Building up on the experience 
of Genoa and Venice, Greek shipbuilders 
are constructing and improving the ship 
type called «polacres». These fast ma-
noeuvrable ships with a well-developed 
bow section and mixed rigging served to 
achieve many tasks, both trading and mili-
tary. Many researchers consider that the 
term «polacre» means «spear», which in 
Italian is «polo», because the bow part oif 
polacres reminded a spears’ point. 

Polacres turned to be most adjusted to 
extraordinary complicated voyages in the 
basins of the Aegean and Black Seas. These 
ships were built based on a formidable lon-
gitudinal and transverse framing that en-
sured a strong hull frame. The bow and the 
stern were elevated and crowned with su-
perstructures. Polacres differed from oth-
er European ships in, first, their rigging, 
which was due to the peculiar sailing area. 
The foremast was inclined forward and 
carried lateen sail. The mainmast consisted 
of two parts with a crow’s nest and carried 
two square sails on sailyards. 

Pictures of merchant ships of the 
Mediterranean. Wheat, oats and 
barley were the main cargo
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A model of a medieval merchant polacre. 60 х 25 х 45 cm. 
Author: I. Melnik

Medium-size four-fluke anchor



Ukraine was formed as a state in a con-
stant opposition to the Ottoman Empire. 
Ukrainian soil was defended by war-like 
Cossacks – a military order that separated 
itself from the total mass of population and 
set up its own fortified base on the Dnieper 
near the contemporary city of Zaporozhye.  
Zaporozhye Sich, as it was called, pur-
sued active military activity in the North-
Western Black Sea area and in the Crimea 
not only on land but also with permanent 
sailings in the Black Sea. To perform sea 
operations, Cossacks were building high-
speed ships which were so manoeuvrable 
that they got the name «chaika» (seagull). 
With these boats Cossacks forayed the 
Crimea and sailed in the Black Sea as far as 
the Ottoman Empire borders. It was Emid-
dio Dortelli D’Ascoli who first wrote about 
them in his «Description of the Black Sea 
and Tartaria»: «…10 years ago (1624) more 
than three hundred boats sailed to sea and 
assailed the entire fleet of the padishah. 
The witnesses told that had it been a calm 
weather on the day of the battle, neither of 
the Turkish galleys would never have come 
back… However, as a strong storm arose, 
the galleys were able to assault the enemy 
under all sails and managed to sink several 
chaikas. Still, from that time on up to 30, 40 
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«No ship at sea is safe
if she meets «chaikas».  

E. d’Ascoli. «Description  
of the Black Sea and Tartaria

Cossack  
«chaikas»

Cossack’s stamp and  print   
of Caffa’s battle

Delineation of a Cossack 
«chaika» on marble
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The mizzenmast had a lateen sail. The 
Aegean Sea has plenty of islands which is 
quite difficult from a navigational view-
point to approach. The lateen sail on the 
mizzenmast in combination with the square 
sails on the mainmast were of invaluable 
help to the navigator in performing com-
plex manoeuvres. I. Futenbach in his book 
«Architecture of sea vessels», which is con-
sidered to be the oldest book on shipbuild-
ing edited in German languages writes: 
«… besides the Nave (ship) Italians have 
another vasselo (vessel) which they call 
«polacre» that looks like a small nave and 
can carry a considerable quantity of goods, 
mainly wine, grains, salt and lumber…». 

The polacres of the 16th century were 
35 m long and 8 m wide. The polacre’s ton-
nage ranged from 250 to 300 t. Plating was 
made in flush and its thickness, together 
with frames, reached 150 mm. Due to Greek 
polacres, the goods of the Black Sea basin 
and the countries of the East flowing to 
Constantinople (Istanbul) were transport-
ed to the Italian and Spanish ports of the 
Mediterranean, and the European goods 
came to the East. The data pertaining to 
the undeservedly forgotten workhorses of 
the Mediterranean were kept in museums 
for a long time. 

In 1992 I collected materials required 
for the design and construction of a Greek 
trader replica. Scarce and odd information 
obtained in the archives of the maritime 
and historical museums of Athens, Ge-
noa, Istanbul and Odessa made it possible 
to reconstruct the outward appearance of 
the ship which construction has been com-
menced in January 1993 in the Odessa port. 

The general dimensions of the ship are: 
length – 34 m, beam – 6 m, cargo capac-
ity – 250 t, draft – 1.4 m and freeboard – 
1.6 m. The developed bow superstructure 
was protruded 2.8 m seaward above the 
main hull, and the stern superstructure 
was raised 4.3 m above water.  The recon-
structed polacre carried the mixed and la-
teen rigging on her two main masts. The 
route for the polacre christened «Odessa’ 
was laid in accordance with the invitations 
received from the European cities of Re-
gensburg, Frankfurt am Main (Germany), 
Amsterdam (the Netherlands), Brest and 
Duarnene (France). During her sailing 
years the «Odessa» visited more than thir-
ty Europeans towns and cities presenting a 
history of our region. The navigation his-
tory museum was arranged on board this 
ship. 

Astrolabe and compass did not always save 
medieval seafarers. 
Ship wrecks occurred quite often

Museum ship «Odessa» at the quay  
of the medieval Dutch town of Harlem; 

in the background there is the oldest 
technical museum in Europe
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A reconstruction of the 
Mediterranean merchant polacre 

«Odessa» made by I.Melnik for 
sailing in the Black Sea and the 

Danube–Main–Rhine 
 waterway system

Shipwreck. Medieval fresco 



and 50 boats come downstream every year 
and wage such battles that the Coasts of the 
entire Black Sea became desolated, except 
of some areas that are protected by strong 
fortresses». D’Ascoli noted that these boats 
are rather long, can hold to 50 men and are 
able to move under oars and sails. 

Cossack boats made of a single trunk 
were mentioned, as well, by a French en-
gineer Guillome Boplane who served with 
the Polish king. In his work «Description 
of Ukraine» he writes: «Cossack boats are 
roughly made by hands: a square sail is al-
most never set – they row 20-30 oars; in-
stead of the rudder, they have steering oars 
in the bow and stern. The hull is made of a 
single dugout trunk.  The «chaika» under 
sail was not able to proceed close to the 
wind, she could fight waves due to reeds 
only. Such ships could be sailed by despera-
dos, and in summer time only». 

The most interesting data supplied by 
Boplane are those where he described the 
construction methods of the «chaikas»: «…
having got together for campaign upstream 
of the rapids, at least sixty people who are 
proficient in all trades, toil around a single 
boat and finish it in 15 days; so in two or 
three weeks about 80 to 100 boats are ready 
carrying aboard from 4 to 6 falconets each. 
The boat is boarded by 5-70 Cossacks, every 
man has a sabre, two muskets, six pounds  
of gunpowder and a fair quantity of bullets. 
A mast is put up as well; of the weather is 
fair they set up a pretty bad sail, though the 
Cossacks prefer to row at a strong wind. 
The boats have no deck, if they are flood-
ed in swell, the reed ropes save them from 
drowning».  

Two hundred-years 
Cossack oak tree kept  
at the Lvov Local History 
Museum

Cossack guns, a cask  
and a flask
Cossack guns, a cask 
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A model of a Cossack «chaika». 50 х 20 х 35 cm.  
Author: I. Melnik

Two-fluke anchor  
with a folding stock



The advent of these amazing ships in 
the sea history is integrally connected with 
the heroic development of the North. His-
torians tell that the people of Novgorod be-
gan to inhabit the south-western an south-
eastern coasts of the White Sea in the 12th 
century. Rigorous climate made them to 
engage in fishing and hunting. From the 
very beginning of colonization of the White 
Sea coasts the Novgorod people, who got 
the name of Pomors which means «sea rov-
ers», set up fortified settlements to rebuff 
the Norsemen. Moving farther and farther 
northwards, the Pomors met still more 
complex ice conditions and came to an un-
derstanding to strengthen the construction 
of their ships. Primarily it was due to the 
fact that when the ships got frozen in ice, 
they had to withstand high pressure which 
resulted in crushing the hull. Such danger-
ous situation could be changed not only by 
reinforcing the plating but also by chang-
ing the entire architecture of the ship. It 
happened after the ladyas have been built 
so that their hull lines got egg-shaped. 

A new type of sea-going ladyas that 
the Pomors invented was called the koch. 
These ships compared favourably with the 
ladyas both by their hull shape and by the 
plating technology. Boards were fixed in 

«Wherever the ladya roves,  
but comes to anchor».

Pomor saying 

Pomor Koches
           
       

Firs and fat were the main goods 
offered by the Pomors  

at the European markets

A relief of a Pomor koch 
carved on a board
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Unfortunately, a very scarce data is 
preserved about the construction of Cos-
sack boats, to say nothing about the pic-
tures. It is not surprising as these boats 
served not long, just several seasons. Still, 
what the Cossack «chaika» was? The base 
of the boat was made of a 100-year old oak 
trunk which was shaped by digging out the 
core. The remaining thickness of the trunk 
was sufficient, it can be assumed that it 
reached 12-15 cm, which is not accidental 
as the «chaikas» had to be pulled through 
the Dnieper rapids and over shallows on 
their way to the Black Sea. The oak trunk 
functioned as the bottom and the keel, 
besides it mounted the frames that have 
been selected in accordance with the wood 
shape so as to save time on working it out. 
The boards of the sides were also thick 
enough and were fixed to the frames with 
iron nails. Transverse rigidity of the «chai-
ka» was attained by means of the banks for 
oarsmen that were fixed to the sides. The 
slots between the boards were filled with 
moss, sometimes, wood gum was used. A 
dismountable mast was erected precisely 
in the centre of the boat; it carried a sail-
yard with a small square sail. Cossacks con-
trolled the boat by oars arranged along the 
sides. The main dimensions of «chaikas» 
were»: length – to 20 m, beam – to 3.5 m, 
and draft – 0.6 m only.

In Ukraine «chaikas» were recon-
structed several times since 1990. The most 
successful and complete reconstruction 

was made in Lvov. The 20 m long «chaika» 
named «Presvyatye Pokrova» was based 
around a single oak trunk with a cavity that 
became a keel of a wide (3.5 m) boat with 
the sides built out of wooden planks. From 
1992 to 2002 this reconstructed boat cov-
ered several thousand miles in the Black 
Sea, Sea of Marmara, the Mediterranean 
and in the Atlantic Ocean. 

As in her predecessors, the bow and 
stern of these boats are pointed and abso-
lutely alike. Such construction of the hull 
makes it possible to beach the boat either 
by the bow or by the stern.   Cossacks of 
our time have made long voyages in the 
«chaikas» and proved their reliability and 
adequate sea-going qualities. These boats 
have assisted Ukrainian warriors to fight 
for freedom and independence for more 
than a century.

Tobacco and a pipe were the 
favourite pastime of genuine 
Cossacks

A Cossack ship lifted from  
the Dnieper’s bottom and 
exhibited in the Khortitsa 
Island Museum

A modern reconstruction of the Cossack 
«chaika» «Svyatye pokrova» made at 
Lvov. A number of voyages were made 

on board «chaika» in the Black Sea, the 
Mediterranean and in the Atlantic Ocean

favourite pastime of genuine 
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overlap which ensured higher strength of 
the ship. The icebound koch was pushed 
out to the surface and could winter safely. 
The koches had a well developed rigging. 
Two masts carried square and lateen sails, 
depending on wind speed. The Pomors 
built koches to 20 m long. They were the 
Pomors who had become the first Ruszian 
ice travellers visiting distant polar islands 
and were the first to reach the Spitsbergen 
Archipelago. They have developed the fa-
mous «polar sailing directions».  

The renowned polar explorer Fridtjof 
Nansen designed his ice ship «Fram» which 
wintered three times in the Arctic Sea af-
ter an intensive study of the Pomors’ ships.  
The hull construction was conducive to 
pushing the ship onto the ice surface when 
water was freezing and gradually turning 
into an ice field. The Russian trailblazers 
Semyon Dezhnev and Fedot Popov navi-
gated their koches in the northern seas and 
rivers, and discovered the strait between 
Asia and America which was later named 
the Bering Strait. 

Glorious and very old maritime tra-
dition of the Pomors, who sailed cold 
northern seas, was followed by a team of 
researchers belonging to the Petrozavodsk 
club «Polar Odyssey» presided by Alexan-
der Skvortsov. 
club «Polar Odyssey» presided by Alexan-

Hanging compass

An image of a Pomor koch carved  
on a walrus’ tusk

Hanging compass
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A model of a Pomor koch. 35 х 17 х 30 cm.  
An exhibit of the Odessa Sea Museum

Small four-fluke anchor



The era of the great geographic discov-
eries came to an end with the discovery of 
the Australian continent. The first Euro-
peans to reach the coasts of Australia were 
the Portuguese and the Dutch. 

Shipbuilders marked the great geo-
graphic discoveries era with superb 
achievements. The biggest-tonnage ships 
of the Mediterranean at the time were the 
carracks which tonnage reached 800 t, how-
ever this figure was becoming too small for 
the developing trade links between Europe 
and the new discovered lands.  As of the 
middle of the 16th century the term «car-
rack» came out of usage, A big sailing ship 
with three or four masts is being called just 
a ship. The most famous ship of such type 
was the ship of the King of England Hen-
ry the Eight the «Henry Grace a Dieu» of 
1,000 t displacement which carried 195 
cannons and was managed by the crew of 
900. It can be said with certainty that the 
«Henry Grace a Dieu», as the British con-
firmed, was a father of the galleons and a 
grandfather of the East Indian Companies.  

«Under the penalty of interdiction
a ban is announced to access
the open countries and conclude
official merchant deals without
our official permission».  
                        Pope’s bulla of 1526

Ships of the East and  
West Indian Companies  
of the Netherlands   

A big sailing ship  
of the East India Company
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The reconstruction was commenced 
from studying the old-time history of the 
Pomors. The researchers groped for knowl-
edge going around the entire coast of the 
White Sea, Karelia and Archangel and 
Murmansk regions. They hold the right 
of precedence to the reconstruction and 
unique collected ethnographic and histori-
cal material. 

What does the Pomors koch look like? 
Her construction was more complex than 
that of the ladya. Though neither genuine 
specimen of such ships has been preserved 
until now, the collected material made it 
possible to determine the principal partic-
ulars of these ships. The koch had small di-
mensions: 12-18 m long, 4-5 m beam; good 
navigability at strong winds; high speed 
which reached 11 knots while the design 
speed was ranging from 3 to 4 knots; ma-
noeuvrability and stability at rather small 
draft of 1 m; and a small weight up to 8 
t. Plating was arranged in overlap. Such 
small ships were able to carry to 10 t of car-
go, which was quite adequate if one recol-
lects that the main kind of Polar economy 
were firs.

The koch «Pomor» has been built for 
four months only. The 1989 expedition to 
Spitsbergen lasted two and a half months. 

In 1990 another ship was built – «Svyatitel 
Nikolai». On board this ship the researchers 
followed the route laid by Ivan Pashchenko, 
a dweller of Archangelsk, two hundred years 
ago. He turned the Scandinavian Peninsula 
and covered the distance from Archangelsk 
to Saint Petersburg for 27 days. The «Svy-
atitel Nikolai» repeated exactly the voyage 
in accordance with the data supplied in the 
chronicle. The koch’s length was 18 m, beam 
– from 4 to 5 m, and the draft – 1.2 m. 

Currently the travellers’ club «Polar 
Odyssey» is preparing a unique expedition 
which plans provide for a construction of 
a big koch. The daring seafarers intend to 
freeze the koch in ice and go adrift to the 
North Pole so as to attain that which the 
great Polar explorer Fridtjof Nansen failed 
to achieve. 

Hunting for animals, the Pomors 
often trespassed the areas inhabited 
by the people of the North which 
resulted in many bloody hostilities. 
The aborigines could oppose to guns 
their arrows and spears only,  and to 
koches – only skinned kayaks

Walruses and seals made one 
of the main hunted animals  
of the Pomors

A modern reconstruction of the Pomor koch 
«Grumant» made by the «Polar Odyssey» 
club of Petrozavodsk whereon the Pomors  

of our days sailed to Spitsbergen Island

The Pomor koch «Grumant»  
in the White Sea
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In galleons the European shipbuilders 
managed to combine the artillery power 
of a navy ship with the cargo capacity of 
a trader. Having become a navy ship of all 
powerful fleets of Europe – Spain, Eng-
land, Portugal, France and the Nether-
lands – the galleons played a decisive role 
in colonizing America ad delivery of illim-
itable wealth from the countries of Africa 
and Asia. Noblemen and monks, merchants 
and soldiers departed from the Southern 
Europe ports on board galleons bound to 
America. These ships made their voyages 
back heavily loaded with precious metals.

By the end of the 16th century the 
galleon’s length has reached 40 m, and 
the beam – 14 m.   The stern superstruc-
ture consisted of five to six tiers where the 
passenger’s cabins were located. The hold 
was meant for the cargo. Big galleons car-
ried three square sails on both the foremast 
and the mainmast. Masts were made of two 
or three parts that were called top masts. 
However, by the 17th century the galleons 
ceased to meet the set requirements which 
became greatly superior to the distances 
that the galleons can cover. Needed are the 
ships that are able to deliver cargo from 
Australia and the Pacific Ocean islands. 
Such ships appear following the establish-
ment of the East Indian Companies by 
England (1600), the Netherlands (1602) 
and France (1664). Activity of these com-
panies was encouraged by the states as they 
were granted an exclusive right to develop 
the trade and expand to the East.  

Medieval pictures  
of big sailing ships
Medieval pictures 
of big sailing ships
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A model of a big sailing ship of the East India 
Company of the Netherlands. 60 х 25 х 65 cm.  
Authors: A. Brizinskiy, V. Brizinskiy

Big solid metal anchor  
complete with a chain
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Modern blocks used for reconstructing 
the «Batavia». The craftsmen made more  
tan 800 blocks for a modern reconstruction

The reconstructed «Batavia»  
at the wharf’s berth in Lelystad, the 

Netherlands

The greatest privileges were granted 
to the Netherlands East Indian Company. 
It enjoyed the right to found colonies, trad-
ing stations, to run judicial proceedings, to 
have its own troops and administrations, to 
stamp out coins, declare wars and conclude 
peace treaties. The Netherlands, actually 
the East Indian Company, owned Java Is-
land with a fortress, Batavia, the Moluc-
cas, islands of Banda, Malacca, Ceylon and 
a part of Sumatra. The company concen-
trated in its hands the trade with China 
and Japan. It is with this company that the 
other ship type distinct from galleons ap-
pears.  The height of the stern and bow su-
perstructures of these ships is diminished. 
Decorations, sculptures and the ornament, 
which overloaded earlier the high stern, 
sides and the bow, become simpler and ac-
quire better harmony with the general ap-
pearance of the ship. The tonnage reaches 
600 t. These ships carry three main masts 
plus an additional small mast carrying a 
square sail on the end of the bowsprit.  

 The «Batavia» was one of the famous 
Dutch ships belonging to the Netherlands’ 
East Indian Company. She performed reg-
ular trips to Java and India, somewhat later 
– to the Australian coasts carrying people 
and cargo which was, basically, spices. Hav-
ing serviced more than fifty years, this ship 
sunk near the Australian coast in the end of 
the 17th century. Remnants of the «Bata-
via» were discovered at the western coast 
in the 60s of the last century; some parts of 
the ship were lifted and, after preservation 
works they have been exhibited in the sea 
museum of Fremantle.                                       

In 1984 a Dutch shipbuilder Willem 

Vos developed a project to restore the 
«Batavia» which was accomplished in the 
period from 1985 to 1995 in Lelystad.

The reconstructed ship has the follow-
ing dimensions: length – 45.28 m, beam – 
more than 14 m, and the stern superstruc-
ture height – more than 25 m.  The unique 
reconstruction was repeatedly exhibited in 
Amsterdam and other Dutch ports.  

Ship holds of the East and West 
Indian companies burst  
with plenty of bales of wool  
and bags of coffee and tea
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